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Participation High for
Katrina Fundraisers
BY MATTHEW BROWN

Staff Writer
It is after midnight on a Saturday,
and one address jumps to full prominence
out of the line of staid rowhouses on
Lamont Street. The interior is choked
with young men and women clustered
together, c hattering, laughing, gesturing,
smiling, and occasionally debating various
points of law and politics. In the parlor, a
DJ spins new-wave classics and progres
sive hip -hop to the satisfaction of jovial
revelers. Liquor, beer, s oda, and snacks
flow from the kitchen in a steady trickle,
and though the night draws down to the
small hours of the morning, the convivial
atmosphere holds steady.
Fun times? You bet. But it's a party
that is peppered with the heady spiceof al
truism. In the corner stands a display that
holds for sale various memorabilia of some
of GW Law's student organizations: at the
low end, buttons and pins go for a dollar
or two; for the high rollers, a T-shirt or a
calendar sell for around twenty to twentyfive. And all of the proceeds from these
sales go directly to the Red Cross for the
purpose of the relief effort for the victims
of Hurricane Katrina.
Sponsored by the Human Rights
Law Society and several other progressive
student organizations such as the ACLU
and Lambda, "the original aim of the
house party was towelcome new members
and to foster friendships with fellow law
students with similar values, legal inter
ests, and personal backgrounds," said the
party's hostess, Rita Siemion, co-president
of th e HRLS.
However, the widespread devasta
tion in the Gulf Coast wreaked by Hur

ricane Katrina last month prompted the
organizations to set up the opportunity
for students to make donations on their
own initiative.
"The socialization aspect is pivotal,"
said first-year student Phillip Shannon
between sips of his vodka and cranberry
juice. "It's a lot more effective than just
passing the hat around."
It certainly seems that way. At
present, the Law School's Student Bar
Association has collectively raised more
than $3,800 in hurricane relief donations
to charitable organizations such asthe Red
Cross and Salvation Army. A whopping
$1,500 from that amount came from the
September 8th Bar Reviewnight at Adams
Morgan's BOSSA, where $10 contribu
tions entitled the entrants to a free shot
and drink specials.
Much of the fundraising has oc
curred on the Law School's home turf as
well, where student organizations have
sought to produce their own unique brand
of incentives to motivate their classmates
to give to a worthy cause. The Federalist
Society served beer and refreshments to
students and collectedvoluntary Red Cross
donations at Thirsty Thursday. Bake sales
by groups such as the Student Animal Le
gal Defense Fund, selling vegan-friendly
confections, and theMuslim Law Students
Association, who offered pieces of crisp,
savory baklava, added more jingle to the
pot of gold.
"We expect we will have raised
between five and six thousand dollars
[from the fundraisers], total, over the next
month," said SBA President Eric Koester.
Multiply that number by two, for the school
has announced that itwill eventually match
all student contributions dollar-for-dollar

Protests Cause Lockdown

from alumni
donations.
W i t h
eating, drink
ing, and dancing having
proven them
selves as add
ed motivation
for dispensing
aid, it seems
only natural
that gambling
should follow
suit. The Law
School's An
archist Collec
tive and Law
Review held
a poker tournament on
the 25th of
Photo by Anthony Marcavage
Public Safety closed campus buildings in
September at
preparation for Saturday s large protests.
Dr. Dremo's
in Arlington,
with the Equal
money to the cause."
Justice Foundation and the National
No doubt a win-win situation for
Lawyers Guild as co-sponsors. The tour everyone involved.
Capitalizing on a similar spirit of
nament raised more than $1300. The spon
sors put up money at their own expens
e for competition and achievement, one that is
prizes of cash and gift certificates, but all indubitably the lifeblood of the Law School
the money from the $20 buy-ins (plus the community, the SBA has announced a con
alumni association's equivalent contribu test between its 1L sections for voluntary
donations to the Red Cross. The section
tion) went to the relief effort.
"We're trying to make itattractive to that donates the most money shall receive
people who might otherwise have a hard a prize that students from all disciplines
time being convinced to make that kind and backgrounds the world overrecognize
of donation," said Benjamin Hiltzheimer, with esteem and gratitude: a pizza party.
Minister of Information of the GW Law Perhaps the off-used comparison of the
Anarchist Collective. "And on the other social aspects of law school with those of
hand, we have people who don't play poker high school is not so far off the mark after
CJ
coming out because they want to donate all.

Law School Holds Congressionally
Mandated Celebration of Constitution
Specter's question to Roberts, "is Roe
v. Wade a super-super-duper precedent,
BY JE FF WINMILL
a super-duper precedent, or something
Staff Writer
else?"
The Congressionally mandated lec
"What is the difference between a
ture,
at
which Dean Lawrence and Profes
super-duper precedent, and a super-supersor
Ira
Lupu
spoke, has drawn both praise
duper precedent?" asked Dean Fredrick
and
criticism
from observers. According
Lawrence, rifting off of Senator Arlen
to
Dean
Lawrence,
the Constitution Day
Specter's question to Supreme Court
Lecture,
his
first
public
speech at G.W.,
Nominee John Roberts.
was
an
opportunity
to
meditate
upon the
Lawrence spoke at the first annual
"magic
of
the
Constitution."
The
Lecture
G.W. Law Constitution Day Lecture in
was
also
an
opportunity
to
comply
with
the Jacob Burns moots court room be
the
Congressional
mandate
of
Public
Law
fore a crowd of G.W. Law students and
108-447
that
"each
educational
institution
faculty, as well as undergraduates. "For
example," Lawrence said, referring to that receives Federal funds for a fiscal year

shall hold an educational program on the
United States Constitution on September
17 of such year for the students served by
the educational institution."
Constitution Day is the brain child
of Senator Robert C. Byrd, the ranking
member on the Appropriations Commit
tee, and a self-taught historian of Senate
and Constitutional processes. Byrd, who
regularly brandishes the Constitution on
the Senate floor, inserted the Constitu
tion Day requirement into the 2005 Ap
propriations bill. According to Byrd, the
purpose of the bill is to promote greater
understanding of the founding document.
While the Constitution is as relevant to

Features

News

day as it was in 1789, Byrd argues that if
people do not renew their knowledge of
its traditions, "we are in peril of allowing
our freedoms to erode."
Many universities, however,
believe the law is an affront to the aca
demic freedom that the Constitution itself
guarantees. "The Constitution is a brilliant
document," said Yale President Richard
Levin. "But for the Congress to prescribe
the curriculum of the nation's colleges is a
bad precedent."
Constitutional Law Professor Wil
liam W. Van Alstyhe, of the College of
William and Mary Law School, echoed
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Roberts Play-by-Play
Though the confirmation hear representation for rich and poor
ings for Supreme Court nominee clients.
John Roberts were televised in the
In his responses, Roberts em
moot court room all last week, not phasized that views expressed in the
every law student has time to keep memos were from the government's
a close watch. The following is a perspective. Roberts also maintained
summary of the process.
that like other Justices who had been
The first day of the confirma confirmed, he would not forecast
tion hearings opened with commen how he would rule in any specific
tary by four Senators of the Judiciary case. Furthermore, he stated that
Committee, each offering a differ the Bar and attorneys should take
ent perspective on
on more pro bono
the desired quali
BY LAURA MATEJIK
work.
ties of a Supreme
Staff Writer
On the third
Court justice.
and fourth days,
S e n a t o r
Roberts mainHatch discussed the importance tained his demeanor and carefully
of impartiality. Senator Kennedy answered questions about the de
addressed the need to maintain mands of government for more secre
equality for all citizens and the cy, the right to privacy, abortion, the
role of the judiciary in the political War on Terror, the Voting rights Act
process. Senator Grassley focused and the "effects" and "intent test."
on the limited role of the judiciary, Although Roberts refused to define
and discussed judicial
the scope of his view
activism and judicial
of privacy, or whether
restraint. Senator Bid
In sum, Roberts
he would end life sup
den spoke about the
port
for a -comatose
carefully avoided
need to protect liberty
family member, he as
and equality.
speaking directly
sured Senators that he
Senator Specter
wouldn't "take to the
on
several
began questioning the
Court whatever per
important issues.
second day, asking
sonal views I have on
Roberts about stare
those issues," and that
decisis and the role
his decisions would
of Roe v. Wade and Planned Parent be based on his "understanding of
hood v. Casey. Following Specter's the law."
questioning, Senator Leahy pointed
In sum, Roberts carefully avoid
his questions toward memorandums ed speaking directly on several im
that Roberts had written during the portant issues. However, with last
1980s while acting as counsel for the week's favorable vote in the Senate
Attorney General. This questioning Judiciary Committee, Roberts is
was followed by several other sena almost guaranteed to be confirmed
tors, who asked him about law and as the next Chief Justice of the Su
character and the disparity in legal preme Court.
•

CONSTIUTION from page 1.
of government.
"Judge Roberts claims to believe
Prof. Levin's concern. "I thought this in precedent, in stare decisis," he added,
was a very ironic way to be honoring the pointing out a potential paradox. "How
Constitution," Alstyne said. "What right ever, as Justice Roberts, he will confront
and power does Congress have to order precedent that has been greatly shaped by
institutions of higher learning to depart activist courts. It will be interesting to see
from whatever curriculum they feel is how he performs."
most appropriate? It's about academic
In response to a question from the
freedom."
audience about whether Roberts was
Neither Lawrence nor Lupu ad likely to enact a conservative agenda
dressed the Constitutionality of Consti from the bench, Lupu suggested it was
tution Day. Both men instead gave an doubtful. "I think that Roberts will be an
impassioned recital of the Constitution's instrumentalist in a conservative direc
importance to the rule of law.
tion," he said, referring to results-driven
Lawrence said that every legal pro jurisprudence. "Concerning Roe, I don't
fessional has a moment in his or her career think he will overturn it, but I think he will
when he or she realizes the importance of prevent its extension in some areas."
the document, and shared that moment
Lawrence also focused on stare deci
in his life. "I am still struck by the fact," sis, and remarked that precedent helps the
Lawrence said, recalling the turmoil of the law satisfy its dual obligations to ensure
Watergate investigation during his 1L year predictability and flexibility. "Without
of law school, when the Supreme Court the concept of legal precedent, we would
heard United States v. Nixon, "t hat we live have a hard time predicting how to avoid
in a country where the government can the sanctions of law, h ence it would be
bring a suit against the Commander in difficult to effectively plan and order our
Chief of the Armed Forces and the whole lives," he said. But without the ability to
nation doesn't crumble into civil war."
overturn precedents, Lawrence noted, the
At the lecture Professor Lupu dis Court would have to uphold injustice.
cussed the recent evolution of Supreme
Lawrence answered his own ques
Court jurisprudence, and commented tion, about which laws should establish
specifically on Roberts' likely im pact on super-duper precedent, and which ones
the High Court. "Without question, over should not, on an ironic note. "[Until] we
the last 20 years, the court has been more get laws from the legislature that say 'so it
activist than at any time in our history, shall be enacted.. .and this time we really
from both the right and left," said Lupu. mean it,'" Lawrence said, the country will
"An activist court is one that is willing to have to rely on the Court to interpret the
invalidate the activities of another branch statutes.
•

In response to last week's
confirmation hearings, Nota Bene
approached student leaders and
faculty for reactions:
"I don't think we know enough about how John Rob
erts would approach vital issues from civil rights to envi
ronmental protection to make an adequate judgment on his
candidacy for Chief Justice. Senators should oppose the
nomination for now, demanding full disclosure of documents
and full responses to questioning before installing him in the
highest judicial post in the country for decades to come."
— Ted Murphy, Treasurer, American Constitution Society
"I feel that Judge Roberts is an inappropriate choice for
Chief Justice. The hearings proved to be fruitless and served
to showcase Judge Roberts's talents as a lawyer while failing to
allow senators to learn anything substantive about who he is
and what type of Chief Justice he will be."
— Alex Harman, President, American Constitution Society
Judge Roberts was consistently evasive in answering ques
tions and gave the Senators little idea of what type of a Justice
he will be. Given his lack of writings and published opinions,
this makes it very difficult for the Senate to effectively fill its
advise and consent role."
— Jamie Long, President, GW Law Democrats
"Throughout his career he has displayed a healthy skep
ticism of the Judiciary branch's powers. In his hearings he
parlayed the notions of a modest judiciary that decides ques
tions based on the facts before it, not ideological grounds, and
certainly not a judiciary that sits as a 'super-legislature.'"
— Anthony Cotto, Assistant Director, Republican National
Lawyers' Association
"I think Judge Roberts is a fine a choice for Chief Justice.
Indeed, I think he has raised the bar for all future Supreme
Court appointments. It will be very difficult to find candidates
for other vacancies who are as intelligent, experienced, and
temperate. I predict that no matter whom the President next
appoints, we frequently will hear the refrain: 'This candidate is
no John Roberts."'
— Gregory Maggs, P rofessor of Constitutional Law and
Special Master to the United States Supreme Court
"The hearings tell us very little on how he would go about
deciding cases. He wouldn't be my choice. But, given the
political situation, he is an 'appropriate' choice, especially as
Chief Justice."
— Thomas Dienes, Professor of Constitutional Law
"Given our political system, Judge Roberts is an appropri
ate choice. He has strong credentials and is obviously conver
sant with the whole body of constitutional law. In the hearings
the portrait he presented was that of a moderate conservative.
Whether his views will change is unknown."
— Jerome Barron, Professor of Constitutional Law
"My impression thus far is that John Roberts' experience,
philosophy of the judicial role, temperament, and deep respect
for the Supreme Court as an institution combine to render him
eminently well-suited for the position of Chief Justice of the
United States."
— Ira Lupu, Professor of Constitutional Law
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Van Vleck Competition Begins

GW Law News in Brief

finals. The finals are scheduled to take
place on February 9 before a three judge
The Van Vleck Constitutional Law panel. They will consist of three rounds
Moot Court Competition is in full swing with one team coming out as the winner
with competitors having turned in their at the end of the day. Awards will also be
petitioners' briefs on Friday. The Van given for best brief, best oral argument,
Vleck competition is the largest moot and best competitor.
court competition apart from the First
While the judgesfor this year'scom
Year Competition which will take place petition have not yet been confirmed, past
in the Spring Semester. This year about judges have included such high-profile
76 students will compete.
names as Judge Frank Easterbrook of the
The problem for this year's competi Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals, Judge
tors deals with issues of First Amendment T.S. Ellis of the United States District
free speech protections and their relation Court for the Eastern District of Virginia,
to laws banning threats and subliminal and Justice Peggy Quince of the Florida
messages.
Supreme Court.
According to Vice President of
Intrascholastic Competitions, David ZveLaw School Students Serve as
nyach, the Board has received substantial
"Legal Observers" at D.C. Pro
support from constitutional lawprofessors
tests
Lupu and Colby in formulating the prob
lem into one that will be challenging and
Several Law -School students
interesting. Additionally, Dean Frederick
severed as legal observers at Saturday's
Lawrence, a First Amendment scholar,
anti-war and anti-Bush administration
has offered his assistance and support.
rally on the Ellipse and National Mall.
The next step for competitors will be
Serving as the "eyes and ears" of the Na
to turn in their respondents' briefs. Oral
tional Lawyers Guild, students monitored
argument will take place before legal prac
police and federal involvement to ensure
titioners on October 22. After oral argu
that "the constitutional right to congre
ments, a quarterfinal round on November
gate
and demonstrate was protected on
5 will select eight teams to compete in the
the front lines."

"Our role was one of politically
neutral observer," said Ben Hiltzheimer,
a founding member of the George Wash
ington Law School Anarchist Collective.
"Politics aside, weas legal observers were
touched by the resounding support for
our presence. We were thanked person
ally on probably a dozen occasions for
simply being there, for filling the role of
legal observer, to make sure that the basic
First Amendment rights of those who had
assembled were protected."
Hiltzheimer added, however,that
the protest sent a strong message to the
Bush administration.
"The successful organizational
efforts of the many groups responsible for
the demonstration were able to override
the efforts of the Bush administration to
keep the dissent off of his street, and the
message was clear: American imperialism
must come to an end, and the resources
that have been squandered abroad must
be brought home to take care of our own,
in the interest of the suffering people of
the Gulf Coast, and our nation's poor in
general."
The rally brought together dispa
rate elements of the American Left, with
speakers ranging from mainstream Demo
crats to self-proclaimed communists who

pledged solidarity with those "fighting the
occupiers" in Iraq, Palestine, and Haiti.
According to law enforcement officials,
the crowd numbered around 100,000,
though the A.N.S.W.E.R Coalition, an
organizer of the protest, put the numbers
closer to 300,000. The demonstration
lasted over 16 hours, beginning around
10:00 am and concluding with a postfr*trb nri1c*r*
1 of 9-nn ow
•

Photo by Anthony Marcavage

Ben Hiltzheimer, founding member of
the GW Anarchist Collective, served as
a legal observor at Saturday's anti-war
protest.

Planning for the Future:

Students Participate in Updated FIP
Each year, hundreds of 2L, 3L, and criteria were not always an accurate intense focus on only the top students.
LL.M. students upload their resumes indicator of the employer's true require
"Georgetown, which isn't ranked
and cover letters in
ments.
much higher, basically tells firms, 'All
order to participate
"The statistics of our graduates are excellent, and you
BY ER IC JESCHKE
in the Law School's
that
firms
posted would be happy with any ofthem. There
Staff Writer
Fall Interview Pro
on their registra fore we use a lottery system and you will
gram (FIP). FIP
tion information have to choose from among them'," said
comprises the Onon Symplicity were 2L Kareem Elbayar. "The message our
Campus Interviews, involving Washing totally unreliable," said a female 2L. "I school is imparting is that only the top
ton D.C.-area employers, as well as nine got interviews with firms that said "Top 10-15% of our students are worthwhile
regional programs in Atlanta, Chicago, 15% required" when I am not that, and candidates."
San Francisco, Los Angeles, New Hamp didn't get interviews at firms that had
Many students participated in
shire, Dallas, Miami, New York, and a GPA requirement of 2.9 when I have the FIP regional programs to find em
Philadelphia.
well above that. I based my bids on the ployment in their hometowns for after
Although most of the employers requirements firms gave and they were graduation or to get experience at a firm
taking part in FIP are larger private firms, totally skewed."
outside the normally tight legal job mar
there are also a number of federal govern
Some students also voiced con ket in Washington D.C.
ment organizations as well as state and cern over the bidding system employed
"I mostly concentrated on getting
county District Attorney offices.
in FIP. In the current system, students a good experience, although I suppose I
"Generally, around 47-48% of the chose up to 35 employers with whom might move out [to Los Angeles] if the
students will find their summer jobs they would like to interview. Employers job is really awesome," said 2L Leanne
Stogsdill. "Most
through FIP, including the regional then simply select
ly I just thought
programs," said Carole Montgomery, students they wish
of it as a back
Director of the Law School's Career to interview.
In an effort to assist a
up plan in case I
This differs
Development Office (CDO). "Many of
student body from all
don't get a job in
the students who do not are interested from the system
the region that I
in smaller firm, government positions, at other top-tier
over the nation, the CDO
schools such as
want to be in next
or public interest work."
is constantly trying to
summer and pos
The CDO also coordinates a Small- Georgetown, for
sibly live when I
Medium Employer Spring Interview example, where
increase the geographic
graduate."
Program and a Public Interest and students rank
diversity of the employers
In an effort
Government Interview Program, among their top fifty em
at the various recruitment
to assist a student
numerous other recruitment programs ployers and then
the system as
body from all
held throughout the year.
programs.
over the nation,
To help narrow students' searches, signs interviews
the CDO is con
employers typically post their hiring based on a lottery.
stantly trying to
criteria including specific GPA require Employers do not
increase the geo
ments and preference for skills boards select which stu
or journal participation. Students often dents to interview. Some students at the graphic diversity of the employers at the
base decisions of where to use their 35 Law School feel using the lottery method various recruitment programs.
"We are always looking for more
allotted bids on the employer's informa would allow a more appropriate distri
tion. Some students felt that the posted bution of interviews and decrease the employers to come," said Montgomery.

"Recently, we have been able to attract
many more employers out of the second
ary cities like Atlanta, Chicago and Bos
ton. The number of Atlanta employers
that participated in FIP this year almost
doubled."
One change in the regional pro
grams this year is the Make Room for
Equal Justice fundraising initiative. Par
ticipating firms will donate 150 dollars
for each student that stays with family or
friends instead of a hotel while traveling
for a call-back interview. The money is
given to the Equal Justice Foundation to
help fund G.W. Law students engaged in
unpaid public interest work during the
summers. There are currently approxi
mately twenty firms participating but
students are requested to ask employers
if they are interested when scheduling a
call-back.
"The idea for the [Make Room for
Equal Justice] program actually came
from a contact with one of the employ
ers," said Richild Stewart, a career coun
selor with the CDO. "So far it seems to
have been very positively received. Many
people have asked about it during the
callback stage."
Another change in FIP this year
was the new Symplicity system used
to coordinate the entire program. The
Symplicity system replaced the eAttorney system used in the past. Although
many users found the new system more
user-friendly than eAttorney, there were
a number of glitches this year.
"This was our first year on Symplic
ity," said Montgomery. "We are going
to have to sit down and discuss some of
the things that went wrong this year with
that system."
•
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Experts, Artists Debate Grokster Decision
BY PATRICK H . J. HUGHES

Staff Writer
George Washington's Lisner Audi
torium was the home of a heated debate
on September 13 as a panel of law and
technology experts and leaders in the
music industry argued over the effects of
the Supreme Court decision in MGM v.
Grokster {2005). As part of the fifth annual
Future of Music Policy Summit, the dis
cussion grew more and more tense as the
six-member panel screamed and mocked
each other.
"This is quite an important victory
for copyright owners," proclaimed Don
Verrilli, w ho argued this case before the
Supreme Court on behalf of the entertain
ment industry. Chris Armenita, senior
vice president of the American Society
of Composers, Authors, and Publishers
(ASCAP) and Cary Sherman, president
of the Recording Industry Association of
America (RIAA), agreed with Verrilli.
Fred von Lohmann, senior staff at
torney at the Electronic Frontier Founda
tion, a consumer-advocate organization
that strives to protect "digital rights" for
web-surfers, Mia Garlick, general counsel
for Creative Commons, a nonprofit orga
nization offering flexible copyrights, and
Siva Vaidhyanathan, assistant professor of
culture and communications at New York
University, took the opposite corner in the
Grokster boxing ring.
MGM brought the suit against
Grokster—a producer of an advanced
peer-to-peer file sharing program—alleg
ing that copyright infringement occurs

nearly every time Grokster's software is you are just making a predicti he said to
used. Reversing a Ninth Circuit decision, Verrilli. He added that there are at least
the Supreme Court ruled this past June dozens of non-commercial peer-to-peer
that Grokster can be held liable for copy networks in the country. And commercial
right infringement when someone elseuses companies are not going to stop because
of the decision. "This is a ruling that
its technology for that purpose.
"Every new technology that has regulates nothing," he said. He predicted
been, at first, attacked by the entertain that companies such as Apple willjust put
ment industry has ended up making that stickers on their devices that read "Don't
industry more wealthy: the player piano, use to infringe copyright."
According to von Lohmann, howevbroadcast radio, color television, the VCR,
er, there probably will
you name it," said
be a "chilling effect"
von Lohmann, who
"The
Supreme
Court
on
technological inno
argued for Grokster
vation
as aresult of the
in the court of ap
spoke loud and clear
decision,
as inventors
peals. He noted that
about
certain
activities
will
only
reluctantly
limiting peer-to-peer
release
new
technolo
that
surround
peer-totechnologies in this
gies
for
fear
of being
way is only a minor
peer file trading."
sued.
He
also
said that
setback, which will
now
songwriters
will
have very little effect
have
a
more
difficult
on the industry.
He also predicted that technologies time getting their music to audiences,
that allow file swapping will belegally pro so it is not entirely clear if this decision
tected in the future. "It will bea good thing benefits anyone.
In contrast, Armenita said that the
for artists, who will havemore choices, and
decision
was liberatingfor creators. And it
because of more competition, will not be
is
telling
that the Court was unanimous.
subject to disadvantages as they havebeen.
"When
you lose nine-zip, you kind
And it will be great for fans."
of
really
got
killed,"
he said. "The Su
"You can't go and build a business
preme
Court
spoke
loud
and clear about
on exploiting other people's copyright,"
certain
activities
that
surround
peer-tocountered Verrilli. He said that the deci
peer
file
trading...
but
we
never
wanted
to
sion will bring back the balance of com
shut
down
the
technology
itself,
it
is
how
pensation for artists and that fans will get
what they want too. As prices are adapted people incorporate the technology."
Garlick commented on whom she
to fit each customer's lifestyle, more people
thought
actually won in the months-long
will seek legitimate means of getting the
contest
that
ended in the Court's decision,
music they want.
Vaidhyanathan strongly rejected stating that it was only the lawyers in the
this argument, calling the decision not a battle who really made a change—to their
victory or defeat, but a mere annoyance. pocketbooks.
Sherman disagreed: "Relationships
"No, you don't have any statistics and

will change . . . but one thing won't
change: you need someone to create in the
first place, you need the songwriter. With
out the songwriter all this conversation
would be irrelevant," he said, speaking
on behalf of the 12 billion dollar sound
recording industry. "As an individual who
is lucky enough to represent songwriters,
I say to those who say that artists should
be compensated, when we sit down at
the table, let me see how really true that
statement is."
Brian Austin Whitney, founder of
a songwriters networking organization
named "Just Plain Folks," called out
from the audience to criticize the RIAA
for making decisions for songwriters ev
erywhere. "We get marginalized when
comments are made that the RIAA repre
sents 90 percent of legitimate copyrights,"
he said. "If anything, you represent 10
percent, maybe even two percent of the
music out there."
While Sherman was quick tocorrect
Whitney that the 90 percent figure is a
measurement of overall sales, Whitney's
attack was not unusual for this audience,
who were of sharply contrasting con
victions. Roars of applause were met
with boos, as the panelists continued to
interrupt each other to make their points.
Unfortunately for the audience, the de
bate had to be stopped in the middle of
a coarse argument. "Just as it is getting
interesting," said Preeta Bansal, who
moderated.
The three-day summit also featured
speeches by Senator Maria Cantwell (DWA) and House members Rick Boucher
(D-VA) and Louise Slaughter (D-NY),
as well as discussions with members of
R.E.M. and Public Enemy.
•

Photo by Anthony Marcavage

Photo by Anthony Marcavage

Left, scenes
from the
various
protests that
took place
Saturday.
Photo by Anthony Marcavage

Above, authorities
blocked H Street
in preparation for
protests.
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DC Lawyers Offer Pro Bono
Legal Services to Katrina Victims
need help in obtaining replacements
such
as driver's licenses and social se
Staff Writer
curity cards.
At the September 8 meeting, tasks
In order to efficiently address the le
were assigned to different teams. Law
gal issues of victims of hurricane Katrina, schools were tasked with identifying stu
the legal community in Washington, D.C. dents with language skills who might be
is working together to provide consoli called upon to act as translators. Transla
dated legal services for Katrina victims tors will likely be needed in Spanish and
evacuated to the area.
Creole.
On September 8, 2005, Anna B.
According to Marshall, the situa
Marshall, Pro Bono Liaison at the Career tion at the D.C. Armory is fluid and so
Development Office, attended a meeting the legal community has had to reevalu
at Hogan & Hartson regarding assisting ate their consolidated action plan. For
Katrina evacuees located at the D.C. example, at the time of the meeting, there
Armory. The meeting, led by Patricia were approximately 400 evacuees located
Fugere, Executive Director of the Wash at the D.C. Armory and it was possible
ington Legal Clinic for the Homeless and that the number could have increased
Patricia Brannan, a partner at Hogan significantly within a short period of time.
& Hartson, was
^^—mmmmmmm—
Fortunately how
attended by local
ever, most evacu
Because Katrina was
law schools, law
ees have moved
so devastating, the
firms, and public
on to more stable
interest organi
situations
and ac
various legal needs of
zations. At the
cording to a re
evacuees identified at
meeting, the situ
cent Washington
ation of Katrina
Post story, there
the meeting were plenty
evacuees living
are now only ap
and encompassed a wide
at D.C. Armory
proximately 140
spectrum of legal fields.
was reviewed and
still living at the
their legal needs
D.C. Armory.
identified in or
In her latest
der to develop a
communication
mechanism for providing concerted legal with Marshall, Brannan indicated that
because the numbers at the D.C. Armory
assistance.
Because Katrina was so devastat- are so small, the task at hand for the legal
1 of evacuees community is to find ways to identify and
ing, the various legal needs
identified at the meeting were plenty help evacuees who did not come to the
and encompassed a wide spectrum of Washington Metro area through D.C.
legal fields. Evacuees would need help in Armory.
Fugere is currently working on up
applying for public and private benefits
dating
the group's action plan and once
and filing bankruptcy and/or insurance
that
task
is completed, will let the teams
claims. With family members lost, vic
know
as
soon as possible how the plan
tims need to be navigated through the
will
be
implemented.
At that time, Mar
probate process and adoption and child
shall
will
be
able
to
call
upon interested
custody proceedings. The specialized
students
to
act
as
translators
or to perform
legal needs of disabled, mentally handi
intake
at
clinics.
capped and elderly victims also require
While still waitingto hear back from
close attention. Furthermore, victims
Fugere,
Marshall saysthat law students are
have legal needs related to the immigra
always
encouraged
to volunteerfor Katrina
tion process, criminal justice and access
efforts
and
for
others
who need assistance,
to education.
whether
with
legal
o
r
non-legal services.
Even before victims can be assisted
However,
she
said
that
Law Students who
with their legal needs, many will need
are
seeking
Pro
Bono
Prog
ram credit need
help with obtaining basic identification.
Because victims have lost so much of to ensure that the volunteer work they pro
their belongings, they have been unable vide is legal in nature and meets all other
•
to produce identification documents and eligibility requirements.
BV CHRISTINA VO N SPIEGELFE LD
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Jason Friday
Section 14

John Martorana
LLM

SBA Elections Attract
Fewer Candidates
BY NIKHIL SHIMPI

Asst. News Editor

In elections held on September
As in past years, Koester noted
14, 2005, about half
that the lLs turned out
of the student body
in larger numbers than
turned out to vote for
the LL.M. students.
officers to represent
"The LL.M. position is
the first year sections
only three years old,"
and the LL.M. stu
he said. "Our goal is
to increase [their par
dents. In compari
ticipation], and with
son to last year, the
the LL.M. council
number of candidates
that we've added to do
vying for positions ap
programming and re
peared to drop.
sources and network
"Maybe we had
fewer candidates this
ing, they'll hopefully
year, or maybe a lot
get mord involved."
of groups pre-selected
The LL.M. council of
approximately eight
who was going to win:
there were fewer can
members will focus
Bryan Mechell
didates," SBA presi
attention on the issues
Section 11
dent Eric Koester said
that LL.M. students
in an interview Friday.
find important.
The loss of the SBA's favored
"Some sections had only two rather
than the five or
candidate, Ben
Traverse, to Ausix who ran last
dai Shakour in the
year."
university-wide SA
"The turn
elections has not af
out was relatively
fected the ability of
consistent with
class representatives
what we've seen
to accomplish their
in the past," Koes
goals, according to
ter said. "In the
Koester.
spring elections,
"The Law
we saw 900 out
School ended up
of 1850 students
coming out very fa
that were eligible
vorably," he said, re
vote."
ferring to candidates
In general,
Bryan King
from Traverse's elec
Koester said, stu
Section 12
tion slate who won.
dents have tended
"All the candidates
to participate in
greater numbers where there has been we won in that group have supported
widespread controversy and students us." The support includes SBA issues
such as transcript pricing, and fund
are outraged.
No particular issues, both Koes ing for Law School clubs.
The SBA e-mailed all students
ter and SBA Election Director Jen
about voting dates
Green noted, at
and information pan
tracted students to
els,
attended orienta
vote this semester, al
"If they see
tion, and made sure
though Koester not
a reason why
to inform all students
ed that wireless and
about the upcoming
computing issues fea
they want to get
elections. "We've
tured in many firstinvolved, then
made sure we gave
year campaigns.
they 7/ turn out,"
all the opportunity to
"If they see
vote," said Koester.
a reason why they
Koester said.
want to get involved,
then they'll turn
out," Koester said.
He noted the SBA's focus on bar re
views, speakers, and other program
The elected
ming as factors
representatives
attracting stu
include Bryan
dent voters and
Mechell (section
candidates.
11),
Bryan King
Most first
(section
12),
year students
Matthew
Rizzolo
remain un
(section 13), Ja
familiar with
son Friday (sec
the university
tion
14), Daniel
and not certain
Suvor
(Section
about chang
21),
John
Mar
ing "the status
torana
(LL.M).
quo," Green
•
said.

Matthew Rizzolo
Secion 13
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Project "Re-entry"Aims to
Reduce DC Recidivism
BY RAHKEE VEMUL APALLI

Staff Writer
"No one would disagree that
there's a problem," said Professor
Anne Olesen on the state of the re
integration system for criminal of
fenders in the District of Columbia.
In response to that sentiment, Olesen
has joined forces with Professor Mary
Cheh to create a new GW pro-bono re
form project called Project Re-Entry.
This is the second reform project
that Professor Cheh has undertaken
at the Law School, and she hopes to
choose a new topic each year. While
there are many pro-bono opportuni
ties available to students, this one is
unique in thatt it is not with an outside
organization but in-house. As far as
Professors Cheh and Olesen know, probono reform projects of this nature are
not done at other law schools.
The previous reform project,
which was the Animal Welfare Re
form Project, will serve as a model for
Project Re-Entry. When searching for
a topic Professor Cheh limited herself
to neglected areas that affected the
District. She explained that this serves
not only practical purposes because of
the accessibility of the city, but also
allows those involved to be "good

citizens" by contributing to the place working as an attorney she came
in which they live.
across a case in which she noted that
With the highest incarceration the criminal defendant had been born
rate in the country, the subject of re in jail. This memory has stuck with
entry seems particularly well suited her and serves as an example of what
to D.C. The fact that D.C does not she described as "the steady cycle of
have its own prison
dysfunctionality" of
nearby is an impor
the system.
tant factor as well.
Professors Cheh
Professors
D.C. prisoners are
Cheh
and Olesen
and Olesen will
shipped to prisons all
will be guiding the
be guiding the
over the country.
students involved in
Myriad con
the project as they
students involved in
cerns arise from this
survey the state of
the project as they
situation, but it af
the law addressing
fects re-entry in par
survey the state of
issues such as hous
ticular because the
ing, health needs, job
the law addressing
long distances make
training, and voting
issues such as
it more difficult for
rights. Their goal
prisoners to stay in
is
to write a com
housing, health
touch with family,
prehensive report on
needs, job training,
friends, and other
what they find and
contacts who would
and voting rights.
possibly present pro
likely be able to as
posed reforms to City
sist them in the re
Council. The Ani
entry process. With
mal Welfare Reform
high recidivism rates and an increasing Project was successful in this endeavor
number of people in prisons, Professor and the legislation proposed to the
Cheh remarked that it is "compelling City Council is pending.
for [the criminal offenders] and society
The Animal Welfare Reform
to have them reestablish their lives."
Project also spawned a variety of
Professor Cheh's personal inter other projects dealing with the issue,
est in the subject also played a role in including the Animal Rights Clinic.
her choice. She explained that while Professor Cheh suggested that the

role of "honest broker" taken on by
the Project was especially useful, as
it was able to create dialogue between
various city organizations that deal
with animal welfare issues, enabling
them to collaborate more effectively.
She hopes this will result from Project
Re-Entry as well.
While the Animal Welfare Re
form Project, which met with great
success, serves as a template for Proj
ect Re-Entry, there is a possibility that
legislation that pertains to criminal
offenders may not meet such positive
reactions because, as professor Cheh
mentioned, "animals are more sympa
thetic than prisoners."
Criminal Law Professor Sirulnik
mentioned that "prisoners are not a
popular group." He went on to ex
plain that giving them a service such
as medical care, which is not even
provided for other citizens, is not a
generally welcomed idea.
The opportunity to help this
unpopular group transition back into
normal life is what drew 2L Andrea
Armstrong to Project Re-Entry. "The
United States has the highest incarcer
ation rate in the world," she remarked.
"And unless you are Martha Stewart or
someone similar you are not going to
leave prison with more opportunities
than when you entered."
•
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FEATURES
Intramural Sporting
Opportunities Abound
Do you love to playsoccer, flag foot Berg, w ho has been able to help several
ball, or floor hockey but don't think that teams form, says theinterest has been very
you're good enough to play on a team? good. He estimates that about 40 to 50
Have you ever wanted to learn how to law students are currently playingwith IM
play these sports? Or do you just want to Sports, and that number does not account
play but haven't played since elementary for the lawstudents who form and sign up
school? If you answered yes to any of their own teams.
these, you might want to try playing in
While Berg says there is still a lack
George Washington University's Intra of information about IM Sports in the
mural Sports.
law school community and a tendency
Because the GW law school exists for students to miss registration deadlines,
in its own building a couple of blocks he hopes to advertise earlier and more
from the hustle and bustle of the rest of extensively for upcoming leagues. To
the GW community, many law students help in the effort, this fall Berg created a
are unaware that they can take advantage TWEN site dedicated to SBA Athletics,
of the offerings
in the hopes
at GWU Intraof providing to
students easier
access to inforDesigned to
First in a Series
mation about
allow students
MUM
mm^^mmmmmmmmm^mmmmi^^
recreational
to remain acleague deadtive and participate in sports at a recre lines. Students also can use the TWEN
ational level, IM Sports is open to any site to recruit students for their current
GW student, faculty, orstaff member, and teams or to gauge interest in forming
the leagues and tournaments are almost teams in other sports.
always free.
Aware that many law students
There are approximately 40 leagues are interested/particpate in recreational
and tournaments offered by IM Sports leagues outside of IM Sports, Berg would
throughout the year with most being like students to use the discussion board
played at the Lerner Health and Wellness on the TWEN site to post information
center. This fall, ongoing leagues include about other leagues and athletic events in
five on five indoor soccer, seven on seven which they take part. Local recreational
flag football, and six on sixdodgeball. The leagues and facilitiesinclude Metro Sports
deadlines to register
League, which runs
for these leagues
CRISTINA VON SPIEGELFELD
outdoor soccer, vol
have passed but up
leyball, softball, and
Staff Writer
flag football leagues,
coming leagues in
and the Rockville
clude three on three
basketball, five on five floor hockey, four Sports Plex and the Fairfax Sportsplex,
on four volleyball, and wiffleball. IM which organize indoor soccer, basketball,
Sports also offers singles tennis, a 5K run dodgeball, flag football, volleyball, and
and a bench press competition. While roller hockey.
Recreational outdoor soccer is also
these leagues and tournaments are free,
students may also join bowling, golf, and wildly popular in the Washington, D.C.,
billiards leagues and competitions for a metro area with several leagues hosting
different levels of womens, mens, and
minimal entry fee.
coed soccer. In
Many law
fact, Berg himstudents have al
Designed to allow students to
seif, a former
ready taken the
initiative to form
remain active and participate
college soccer
their own teams
in sports at a recreational
StTspolTon
and register them
level, IM Sports is open to
the Washington
directly at the Rec
Sports Office in
mier Leagu6,
any
GW student, faculty,
^
J
D.C. s most comthe Lerner Health
or staff member, and the
petitive men's
& Wellness Cen
ter. But for those
leagues and tournaments are
soccer league.
Law students
who are unable
,
. »
r
almOSl
have also played
,o organize their
mm
in lesser known
own team or are
^^MMHB^H^MMHB^^H
but still popular
clueless about
how to join one, Alexander Berg (2L), recreational sports such as rugby and ice
Director of Athletics of the Student Bar hockey.
As Director of SBA Athletics, Berg
Association, assists students who want
to participate in IM Sports and also works to promote awareness of recre
promotes awareness of intramural sports ational athletic opportunities, facilitate
student participation, and organize law
among law students.
IM Sports has a mechanism estab- school commilhityathletic events. Upcomjished to assist students looking for teams ing plans include a student Olympics-type
to join (free agents as they are more popu- event and variousathletic competitions pitlarly known), but by going through Berg, ting students against faculty and staff memlaw students are able to play on teams bers. For more information, email Alex
consisting of their fellow law students. Berg at aberg@law.gwu.edu.
•

PIS HEALTH AT GW

Ethical Dilmma:

Upon seeing an elderly lady for the drafting of her will, the
attorney charged her $100. She gave him a $100 bill, not noticing that
it was stuck to another $100 bill.
On seeing the two bills stuck together, the ethical question came
to the attorney's mind: "Do I tell my partner?"

Left-Wing Lock:
Scalping Sunday
Ticket
Football season can be a confusing
time for those fans away from their home the attorneys' fees were too high for the
market. The lazy Sunday you used to en amount the plaintiffs actually received in
joy is now gone. Instead of being greeted the settlement (the attorneys got $3.7 mil
by your team when you roll out of bed at lion in fees while the 1.8 million members
noon and turn on the TV, you are greeted of the class had to split the settlement).
with the horror that is Baltimore v. Ten The agreement was revised to increase
the settlement pool by $1 million and also
nessee (no offense,
forced the NFL to of
Ravens or Titans
fans). Of course,
fer the weekly Sunday
the NFL has pro
Ticket package up un
til 2004.
vided a solution for
So where does
its displaced fans
that leave you, the
for many years in
diehard football fan?
the form of the
Pretty much back
Sunday Ticket
where you started.
package. For $280,
JONATHAN AUERBACKH
For the immediate
DirecTV subscrib
future, Sunday Ticket
ers get (almost) ev
will still be in the firm
ery game liveevery
week.
grasp of DirecTV, but
there
are
several
possibilities
for opening
But there's a catch. Unlike the other
up
Sunday
Ticket
access
to
the masses.
full season sports packages, NFL Sunday
While
the
simplest
solution
would be
Ticket is only available on DirecTV. With
for
the
NFL
to
let
cable
companies
offer
a customer base of 13.5 million subscrib
ers, DirecTV pal es in comparison to the Sunday Ticket, this could end up hurting
approximately 90 millioncable subscribers cable customers in the long run. With
in the country. This means that a largepor Sunday Ticket available on cable, there
tion of the television-viewing population would be a mass exodus from DirecTV,
cannot get the Sunday Ticket package. which could severely affect the ability
Even worse news, don't expect Sunday of DirecTV to compete with cable. With
Ticket to be available on cable anytime less competition, cable companies would
soon. Last year, DirecTV renewed its resort to their old monopolistic ways.This
exclusive Sunday Ticket agreement with scenario is unlikely, as the"NTh -would not
the NFL through 2010. The Rupert Mur want to give up a single huge payment
doch-controlled company will now pay for several smaller payments. The NFL is
$700 million annually for the rights, while also against the widespread offering of the
in contrast, CBS and Fox pay $622 and Sunday Ticket package because it feels it
$715 million, respectively, for their games. would hurt ratings for the local broadcast
While cable would have loved to get in on games. So, any possible solution would
the action, DirecTV's bid went above and have to balance the concerns of the NFL
beyond what any of the cable companies over local ratings, the necessity of main
taining a legitimate cable competitor, and
were willing to pay.
If this exclusivity deal seems a little the needs of the consumer.
Fortunately, a solution that satisfies
monopolistic to you, you'd be right. In
fact, one particularly litigious DirecTV all three of these concerns is already being
customer brought a lawsuit against the utiliz ed by another sport—baseball, with
NFL in 1998. In Shaw v. Da llas Cowboys, its MLB.TV service. MLB.TV, which, as
the plaintiff argued that the NFL's joint of last year, already has a subscriber base
agreement with DirecTV was a viola of 850,000, provides streaming video of
live baseball games
tion of Section 1
to out-of-marof the Sherman
Instead of offering access
ket fans, and this
Act. The NFL
model
easily could
countered with
to every game for every
be adapted for the
the argument that
team, pricing instead could
NFL. Instead of
the selling of the
offering access to
rights was exempt
be on a per-team basis.
every game for evfrom antitrust law
^m
ery team, pricing
under the Sports
instead could be on
Broadcasting Act,
which grants an antitrust exemption to a per-team basis. This would prevent a
"sponsored telecasts." Sponsored telecasts decrease in local ratings and also insure
refer to broadcasts financed by advertising, that DirecTV's subscriber base remains
which is the category the regularbroadcast stable. Watching football is more of a
games fall under. The NFL argued that the social event than watching baseball, so
games available through DirecTV also fell many fans would prefer to watch the
under the exemption; however, the district game on a regular television than on a
court ruled that to apply the exemption to computer. Still, by allowing broadcasting
the Sunday Ticket games would effectively games online, the NFL would be able to
make the exception into the rule (this was give fans who don't or can't get DirecTV
another viable viewing option.
later affirmed by the Third Circuit).
For now, thou gh, you'll have to be
The suit evolved into a class action
content
with heading out to your local
encompassing all Sunday Ticket subscrib
sports
bar
to get your football fix. And
ers. The parties eventuallysettled, with the
maybe
that's
not such a bad thing. Despite
plaintiffs getting a share of $7.3 million,
the
overpriced
food and drink, there's
discounts on NFL merchandise, and the
nothing
quite
like
taking in a game sur
opportunity to buyaccess to SundayTicket
rounded
by
tons
of
rabid
football fans. Just
on a weekly basis. This initial agreement,
try
not
to
get
into
an
argument
with the
however, was rejected by the district court
guy
wearing
the
Joey
Harrington
jersey
because it was too favorable to the league
sitting
at
the
table
next
to
you;
he's
suffered
(the NFL could rescind the weekly Sun
•
day Ticket option after one season), and enough.
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Cheap E's: Entertainment, Eats, and Education

Club Beat: Looking to Branch Out?

By now, many of you are plowing park in their basement lot and have their grocery option. There is a farmer's mar demonstrate a strong commitment to
through your refund check at record $15 parking fee refunded by getting the ket behind Foggy Bottom Metro each public interest. For those of you who may
Does this sound like you? Been debates have been scheduled for this aca ning a punk rock concert to spotlight mix pleasure with their politics.
speeds. The $50 "voluntary" donation parking stub validated at the box office. Wednesday between 3pm and 7pm until be interested in this fellowship, please
(back) at school for a month. Just start demic journal year, the first, on Roberts' progressive social issues and raise money
SALDF, in its second year, is also
to the library has long been transformed The Center gives you an hour limit forthis October 26, 2005.
plan ahead. You can only demonstrate a
ing to get into the groove with your nomination, held last Wednesday. Co- for charity.
quite the success story. After a pro-bono
into a very happy hour at Lindy's or Mc- purpose, so don't try getting free parking
If the kitchen is more scary than commitment to publicinterest and knowl
classes. You want to start branching hosted with GW's American Civil Lib
Don't think you can find the group project, Kerry Contini, who graduated
Fadden's. You started paying more than during performances. You can also just three law school exams on the same day, edge of particular practice areas if you
out by joining a student group but just erties Union and
for you? Well then, last year, founded the fund to continue
the minimum monthly fee on your credit walk over to the FoggyBottom Metro and you should, by all means, eat out.Just try actually do the work. Internships are the
can't navigate bulletin boards covered American Constistart your own! promoting animal welfare. One year
card bill. You surprised your landlord by take its free shuttle. Or, just walk all the to eat healthy and get the most for your best way to start developing relationships
JOHN MURPHY
with multi-colored flyers advertising for tution Society, a
That's
what the later, its accomplishments are many. It
handing in the rent check on time. And way there in less than 20 minutes.
money. I love Burma Restaurant (740 6th with public interest employers and build
everything from meeting announcements legal-heavyweight
Staff Writer
Feminist Forum prepared a report on the status of animal
you dropped some serious dough on all
You will need a student ID and the Street, NW) in Chinatown. The Burmese up your public interest resume.
to used furniture for sale. Well, the Nota panel - our own
(FF) and the Stu welfare in the District of Columbia that
those interview-related expenses.
performance schedule when you go to food owner John Tinpe serves up is deli
With the help of public interest
Bene is here to help!
Professor Jonathon
dent Animal Legal was accepted by the D.C. City Council;
Before you run out of loan money the Kennedy Center Box Office. Mention cious and affordable for carnivores and gurus like Suzanne Hill, Anna Marshall,
The quality of some of our better- Turley, Manuel Miranda of the Wall Defense Fund (SALDF) did just in the participated in the National Animal Law
in, say, October, let me suggest afew ways promotion code 10747 or the "ATTEND" vegetarians alike. While you are there and and Misty Skolnick at the Career Devel
known groups - the Student Bar Associa Street, Wendy Long of the Judicial Con past few years.
Moot Court Competition at Harvard
to extend the value of your currency. Discount to the mostly friendly staff, and considering how gentrified Chinatown opment Office, you can easily gain the
tion and the International Law Society, firmation Network, and Pamela Harris
Four years ago, GW Law alum (and won); and hosted the National Leg
Many of you who
you're on your way to has become, you can ask Tinpe to talk experiences you need and make some
for instance - is well
^m BBHaB
of O'Melveny & My Lauren Peacock left a particularly enrag islative Drafting and Lobbying Competi
know me may be
some
high-class fun. about his work on the DC Commission money doing it. You can also turn to your
GEORGE W U
known. But what else
ers -shared the stage. ing criminal law class convinced of the tion, the first of its kind in the country.
Want to start
wondering aloud
You can buy one ad on Asian and Pacific Islander Affairs.
fellow students at the Equal Justice Foun
is out there?
Moderated by GW need for a forum for feminism-minded
The SBA recognized it asOutstand
how a guy with a
ditional ticket if you
If you are a bit more adventurous, dation (EJF) and the National Lawyers
Are you inter
Law Professor Greg students to air their thoughts. It started ing New Student Organization. Ac
branching out by
bigger closet than
have a validstudent ID you may try to remedy your fear of the Guild for their insights on how to succeed
ested in current legal
Maggs, more than 100 with 30 in
cording to Lynn
joining a student
his girlfriend and
for the second person. kitchen and take a cooking class. Check in the public interest arena.
issues? Well, with
people attended.
dividuals
Deavers, the
genuinely loves to spend money, can of If you want to bring a big group, get half out www.lacademie.com/Recreational/
I truly believe that you don't have
group but just can't
scholars pondering
Find yourself discussing
fund's president,
fer any good advice on being frugal. I the number of your group to go with two Welcome/index.asp and learn more to sacrifice anything to live the public
With such a superb, broad, and
former Chief Justice
wearing a black t-shirt whether the
it is a great way
navigate bulletin
can only admit guilt on some counts but ID's each.
about their Assistant Program. The interest lifestyle.
and ripped jeans more forum was
Rehnquist's legacy
to
practice what
expanding student association
boards covered with
defend my abilityto find a bargain. Truth
My second Cheap Entertainment Bethesda location allows you to assist
I hope next Wednesday you will
and with John Rob
often than a polo shirt even needed.
you've learned
community, becoming a
fully, I just find too many good bargains advice is to join a club. While your actual classes and earn half-off credits jump on the Foggy Bottom shuttle to
and khakis? Maybe Today, the
erts all but confirmed
in class— torts,
multi-colored flyers?
for my own good.
schedules are tight and you think you to their wide range of cooking classes. grab some great Kennedy Center tickets
the Anarchist Collec Feminist Fo
as his successor,
environmental
participant is an important
have outgrown your student organiza Assistants will have to work more than (Wicked is coming up), come back to
tive is more up your rum is known
there is no
law, criminal law,
part of a well-rounded legal
Cheap Entertainment
tion days, you are missing out on a lot of learn, but you'll get to eat the food and Foggy Bottom to catch the Farmers
doubt federalism is alive and alley. As opposed to the popular notion for (and proud
contracts, trusts
Let's face it, you have to balance all great free entertainment by staying away. drink a glass of wine for free afterwards. Market, and go home to prepare
education.
well at our nation's highest of anarchism as chaos, the Anarchist of) giving stu
and estates, or
the stresses placed upon you by lawschool Plus, you've already paid for these activi You will also pick up the basic culinary a wonderful meal for you
court. The GW Law Fed Collective's mantra goes "anarchy is dents a venue
^^
tax law.
with some serious fun. For the public ties as part of your tuition, so go ahead skills that will wow your peers at your and your public interest
eralist Society is mak order, whereas government is civil war," to discuss the
Still won
interest student, it is very important that and recoup your losses. The best part of next dinner party, picnic, potluck, or friends.
•
ing sure students according to Ben Hiltzheimer, Minister most contro
dering why you
you learn to enjoy life without spending joining one of these student groups is the brown bag meeting.
know about it. of Information (there are no "leaders"). versial of women's issues - from the should sign up with one of these groups
too much of your money. Plus, you will company you will find. Choose wisely,
Six legal-issue In a nutshell, the group's philosophy is meaning of "rape" and "feminist" to the or the many others that GW Law has to
Cheaper Education
likely be working on issues that come but openly, from among the various gath
that governments historically have not more traditional topics of sex, education, offer? Well, as Assistant Dean of Student
home with you, and having stress relief erings, and you will likely find people that
Unless someone is already pay
been great defenders of social justice and motherhood.
Affairs David Johnson explains, they are
events planned throughout the month you can get along with. Another benefit ing for your education, it's always good
and that society sans government, where
The FF has been so successful that what make GW Law special. He says,
will help you become a better advocate. to joining a student organization is the to take the time to reduce your tuition
individuals develop a complex system of the Student Bar Association last year rec with schools of our size and stature, there
With some of the tips below, you should free food they often offer at meetings payments. For public interest students,
cooperation, is the best way to achieve ognized it as Most Outstanding Student is a t endency to become a " degree fac
Organization and for staging the Most tory," where students arrive as lLs and
the J.B. & Maurice C. Shapiro Public
find the same quality of entertainment as and events.
true liberty.
And just to show you that Outstanding Event. The forum is open graduate three years later with no attach
Service Fellowship Program offers tuition
someone living freely off their summer
they don't spend their free time to men and women - anyone may join, ments to any larger community.
Cheap Eats
remission awards of up to $15,000 for
associate salary.
With such a superb, broad, and
spray-painting their symbol said FF President Lara Worm. The FF
While we are on the subject of food, 3L's who work 20 hours a week at a
My number one cost-saving advice
around town, just last week is not just about discussion, though, they expanding student association com
to all of you is to add www.kennedy-cen- allow me to openly confess my addiction public interest organization. You
they were training legal also like to havefun; happy hours, thirsty munity, becoming a participant is an
ter.org/attend to your Favorite websites. and love of good eats. I look at dining can even getoutside placement
observers for a protest Thursdays, events at the Black Cat, and important part of a well-rounded legal
With the Kennedy Center's "ATTEND" as much more than fueling my public credits (as much as 4)on top
By Emily
•
over the weekend, the F-Word Newsletter prove they like to education.
program, you can enjoy great music, interest lifestyle, but rather as a form of of the money.
Notwithstanding the prospect of receiving one to two bumps in
and
next
spring
This is a com
dance, and theater performances for only entertainment. You should always make
your grade for participation, law students have bonafide reasons
they're plan
$10 each. I have seen Hairspray, Swan time for eating and food preparation petitive program
to participate in class. After all, aren't lawyers paid to give people
Lake, Thoroughly Modern Millie, and because running to the vending machine/ that awards stu
their opinion? It should surprise no one that there is an endless
Hecuba for a mere fraction of the prices ABP/the cart lady between class is just dents who
by Leo Hinze
supply of eager law students always willing to share their two
the people sitting around me paid. Al not healthy.
The cheapest meal is one you pre
though the Kennedy Center generally
cents on just about any topic. Does this willingness to impart
7. How does the class react when
If you are looking for creative ways to exercise your wireless con
restricts "ATTEND" performances to a pare yourself. The law school does a good
one's wisdom to fellow classmates ever go too far Fake the test.
the
teacher
calls
on
you?
nection
in class, here are a handful of sites full of celebrity gossip and
few select shows each month, I always find job of providing fridges and microwaves,
Are
you
a
gunner?*
snark;
a.
People
look
at
you
and
wonder
if
so you can save a lot of money and time
dates that suit my busy schedule.
You might be wondering if I was by bringing any meal of the day. The
you're a transfer student.
1. Go Fug Yourself. From the fashion police fil
es. Celebrity photos,
sitting in the nosebleeds for these shows. trick is having variety in your diet
b. People actually minimize
with
an
extra
side
of
snark.
I assure you, nothing is further from the so you don't get bored and give
4. What do you do when you
Solitaire and listen.
http:/ /gofugyourself.typepad.com/
truth. If you buy your tickets earlyenough, in to the above-mentioned
5. How often do you go to office c. Sticks and stones may break
raise your hand and the teacher
you usually get some of the best seats in dining options. I've heard
2. In your opinion, how valuable
hours?
does not call on you?
2. Oh No They Didn't! Celebritygossip from A to Z.http://www.
your bones, but dirty looks and law
the house. I've been so close to the action some horror stories
is student input?
a.
Office
hours?
a.
You
run
your
hand
through
your
livejournal.com/community/ohnotheydidnt/
that I thought the performers were going about the Safeway
school labels won't keep you from
a. You pay thousands of dollars
b. The week of the exam.
hair and pretend like you never
to spit on me. For Hairspray, I took seven in the Watergate,
raising your hand.
3.1 Don't Like You In That Way. More celebrity gossip, but this
to hear the professor speak, not to
c. If you don't get there earlyother interns to the Kennedy Center and so let me offer
raised it in the first place.
time
from
Z to A.
hear Sparky regurgitate what he
sat front-row, center in the upper orchestra at least one
enough, you'll have to wait in line.
b. You lower your hand but still
http;//www.idontlikeyouinthatway.com/index.html
section.
read in Glannon the night before.
keep it raised in the Princess Diana
The trick to getting the best seats in
b. Only to the degree that it nets
4. And last, but not least, the Gawker Triumvirate, including our
salute.
the house is checking the website regularly.
a grade bump and keeps the class
hometown
favorite gossip-monger, Anna Marie Cox, a.k.a Wonkette.
6.
When
you
give
an
incorrect
c. You raise your hand higher and
The Kennedy Center runs the "ATTEND"
These
are
not
pure celebrity or snark, but the chance of seeing a drunk
moving.
answer...
program on a monthly basis, so youshould
have to use your other hand to prop
Bush
twin
makes
at least a weekly visit worthwhile,
c. You are the next Richard Posner.
start checking for shows you want to watch
a. You look at the ground and never
up the tired arm.
http:
/
/
w
ww.gawker.
com/
toward the end of each month. You
raise your hand again.
http://www.wonkette.com/
can get e-mail updates as well, but
b. You understand that wrong
http://www.defamer.com/
the site is usually updated before
3. How does your professor
answers
play
an
integral
role
in
the
they send out the e-mail. As
respond when you raise your
*Bonus Material: Not snark either but excellent for a laugh.
Socratic method, at least according
GW students, you have
1.
On
average,
how
many
times
a
hand?
the added advantage
to Smith.
/'
Mr. T. versus Everything; this sounds like law doesn't it?
week do you raise your hand?
a. He calls on you even though you
of being close to the
*"A person who is competitive, overlyc. You zealously defend your point
http://www.mrtvseverything.com/MrTvs.html
Kennedy Center.
were just scratching your ear.
a. Never.
ambitious and substantially exceeds
because technically your answer
Drivers can
b. He usually calls on you when
b. Twice.
minimum requirements. A gunner will
An oldie but goodie: http://www.frenzy.com/~jester/racecar.
was correct. It's not your fault if
compromise his/her peer relationships
you raise your hand.
c. I ne ver put it down.
html
the professor doesn't know how to
and/or reputation among peers in order to
c. He purposely refuses to look at
ask the right question.
obtain recognition and praise from his/her
you and moves on without calling
superiors." Urbandictionary.com

The G Spot

Are

YOU

Gunner?

Take this NOTA BENE quiz to find out!

The Internets Corner

if you answered C to
any of the questions,
you are a gunner.
Don't fret. You didn't
come to iaw school to
make friends.

on you.
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The Day the Beer Pong Died...
I know many of you will say my two opponents, armed with ping pong school does to you, increases the lamity
column is usually just fluff or an attempt paddles, attempting to knock the ping [whatever that means] in us all). I've be
at humor. But that opinion might change pong ball into the opponent's cup. Beirut, gun to worry that as a 3L, I've lost almost
after today. Right now I feel that I have a on the other hand, originated in Fairfield all remnants of coolness I once had. I'm
responsibility to the readers of this news County, CT, and involves either two oppo researching statutes for pleasure. What
nents or two teams of two each trying to am I doing?
paper to report some real legal news:
Beer Pong officially died on Septem sink a ping pong ball into their opponents
So I did some digging for those
ber 20, 2005.
cups— arranged in a triangle pointing interested folks out there. According to a
Yes, ladies and gentlemen, it passed toward the center of the table- by means bulletin published by the Virginia Depart
silently into the
of tossing the ball ment of Alcoholic Beverage Control titled
night never to return
across the table.
"Instructions for Operating Under a Re
again. Beer Pong
To simplify: tail Alcoholic
Beer Pong = PAD Beverage Li
died and won't be
DLES; Beirut = NO cense" (No. 56,
coming back.
For those of
PADDLES. That Vol. 2), there
you that don't know,
was my drinking is no statute or
Dr. Dremo's in Ar
game lesson for the regulation that
lington is famous
night.
would explic
for having lots of
But the truth itly stop a bar
ERIC KOESTER
pool tables, darts,
is, Beer Pong AND from allowing
and, important to the
Beirut have now patrons to play
story, beer pong. If
both died. There is games of beer
you don't know what
no more beer pong pong, unless
beer pong is, my guess is you are on the or Beirut at Dr. Dremo's by order of the the game were
Law Review or will be selected to it soon Arlington County Police and the Virginia considered a
(just kidding, my Law Review friends).
Alcoholic Beverage Control. Accord form of illegal
Dr. Dremo's represented one of the ing to the bar staff, they have come to gambling.
only bars in the area (dare I say the world), discover that drinking games are not
Consider
that had tables set up to allow you to play permitted in bars in the state of Virginia. this a chal
a drinking game once reserved for the Whodathunk?
lenge, lawyers
basements and patios of fraternity houses.
With that nightly favorite now a and lawyersNow, for some reason, those crafty liquor relic of the past, Dr. Dremo's may have to-be: How is
people are shutting down this wholesome to return to more wholesome, family-ori the State of Vir
game... dread
ented activities. ginia justifying
ful.
Anyone up for a the banning of
Anyways,
good cockfight?
beer pong at
so what is Beer
Now this Dr. Dremo's?
Pong? Well,
story in itself is
I am ready to write a memo. I'm
there is a de
news, right? No not sure to whom I would write it or why,
bate on issue.
more drinking but I just feel like a memo is appropriate.
Some will tell
games for us law If not a memo, then maybe I could write
you that Beer
students to play. a law review article on this (although my
Pong involves
Well, here is friends on the Law Review are now angry
ping pong pad
where things get at me for my earlier comments). So back
dles while the
interesting...
to my research.
game of Beirut
I heard
One could conceivably argue that
involves ping
about this end beer pong violates clause 6, "Do not
pong balls be
of games and maintain your premises in an unsanitary
ing thrown into cups. I'm not exacdy sure, thought, hey, I'm a law student, I won condition," given the nature of the game
but according to some guy:
der what statute or rule is being used to (throwing an unwashed ping pong ball
Beer Pong is a game first popular justify shutting them down. (It sounds into numerous cups of beer), as well as
on the campus of Dartmouth. It involves lame even writing it, but that's what law clauses 4, "Do not allow any noisy, lewd

Badgering the Witness

Biff Around Town
This column is supposed to be to a bar; however, they offer a vegan one
about bars that have flown under the as well. The fruit empanadas deserve
collective radar or about new, trendy a shout out too; the pear/almond joint
restaurants. I don't know about these is delicious. One empanada gets you
things, so I'm writing about Julia's full but without feeling gross. Also,
Empanadas. Granted, an Adams Mor for those of you who are fans of irony,
gan jumbo slice is alluring, and I would Julia's "Made By Hand; Baked With
gladly eat one on most occasions. But Love" slogan is probably worth a men
I'm suggesting that
tion.
at some point, you
The atmo
BIFF
avert your gaze
sphere
in Julia's is
Staff Writer
from meatheads
a big plus. I feel
shoving each other
like Julia's attracts
on 18th Street, and head to Julia's. And your savvier seeker of drunk food; on
if you are one of the aforementioned balance, you're laughing with them and
meatheads, you too should consider not awkwardly at them. The 18th Street
gathering yourself, re-examining the Julia's also provides a good vantage
sort of nightlife you pursue, and go get point for watching the Adams Morgan
shenanigans once the bars close. For
an empanada
Julia's has a lot going for it. If example, the last time I was there I
you're unfamiliar, an empanada is es saw some guy stop drop and roll in the
sentially a glorified Hot Pocket. As to middle of 18th Street.
particular flavors, the Jamaican and the
Bottom line: Try these, they're
Turkey empanadas are excellent, and for good.
herbivores I'm told the vegetarian Em
panadas are good too. If you're vegan,
Julia's Empanadas is located at 2452
you're probably too uptight even to go 18th Street, N W (at Columbia Road). •

E
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or disorderly conduct upon your licensed
premises, or allow any lewd, obscene or
indecent literature, pictures or materials
upon the licensed premises," and 5, "Do
not allow your establishment to become a
meeting place or rendezvous for users of
narcotics, drunks, prostitutes, gamblers or
habitual law violators." No clear violation
of the regulations, though.
I should make a motion to...well,
some kind of motion only seems appropri
ate. Perhaps
I should file
a brief or ob
ject or some
thing? God,
I'm a law
student and
something is
wrong - no
statute, no
rule...what is
going on?
As for
its legal basis,
my first guess
would be that
many regula
tions the ABC
enforces give
broad dis
cretion for
determining
what kinds of
behaviors to
exclude, and
for whatever dumb reason, the ABC just
decided to start doing this.
And with that...Beer Pong and
Beirut have died. No more grimy pingpong balls in your beer.. .no more time
s to
relive your fraternity days in public with a
case of Milwaukee's Best and a pyramid
of plastic cups. Look out folks, flip cup
might be next. Oh no!
With that, I feel like a song is only
appropriate now, "So bye-bye Dremo's
Beer Pong and Pie; Drove my Chevy to
the Courthouse and the tables were dry;
And Good OF Boys were forced to play
some Beer Die; Singing this is now the
Day Beer Pong Died."
•
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Tech Standards Frame
Legal Disputes

A Case for the
13 Week Calendar

Most of us don't spend much time (http - how you download web pages),
thinking about the electrical outlets where file transfer protocol (FTP - how one
we plug in our electronic devices. For downloads files), and hypertext markup
the most part, we take it for granted that language (HTML - how web pages are
any modern outlet will consist of the two written) were developed many years be
slots for narrow prongs and one slot for fore they became important commercially.
a circular prong, which is the standard While many companies have sincetried to
layout of any modern plug. Perhaps, in manipulate these standards to their own
older houses and buildings, we occasion ends, the inertia created by the wide useof
ally see an older model outlet without the these standards has largely rendered these
circular prong and become annoyed when standards immune to major change.
we must try to find an
But when com
adapter. In America,
panies can't agree
we almost never stop
upon a standard,
to consider whether,
consumers generally
when we plug in our
suffer. Currently,
device, the electricity
there are at least two
that comes out of it will
major disputes going
make our device work
on in the technologi
correctly.
cal world, which may
Of course, as any
affect your life. The
one who has traveled
first and more widely
IKE HIMOWITZ
abroad knows, standard
publicized is the dis
voltages from outlets
pute between music
can vary widely. In
companies and tech
most countries, the stan
nology companies
dard voltage is between 220 and 240 over what format will become the stan
volts, twice the U.S. standard that ranges dard in online music sales. Currently,
between 100 and 120 volts. The end result Apple, because of the strong sales of its
of this disparity is that when traveling in I-Pods and the popularity of I-Tunes,
Europe, a simple device such as a hair has the advantage with its mpeg4 format.
dryer can turn into a flame thrower if the Windows and Sony, however, have both
appropriate adapters aren't purchased put out competing music formats. Sadly,
(and you don't even want to think about in this competition the consumers actually
what that sort of voltage would do to your lose, as one standard will likely disappear,
Dell Laptop...unless you like your Torts and leave those who adopted it without
any future music releases.
notes extra crispy).
Another major format dispute
The fact that you can simply plug
your computer into any outlet in the involves the next generation of DVD
U.S. without thinking about it points to players. This has become increasingly
the importance that standards play in important as high definition TV becomes
the technological world. In many ways, more and more popular. When DVD
the power to set a technological standard technology first appeared, everyone raved
can be far more important than any legal about how clear and sharp the picture was
control. For instance, Sun Microsystems compared to traditional TV and VHS;
created a versatile programming language however, traditional DVD technology
known as JAVA th at could run on any provides nothing better than very clear
kind of computer. It became widely ac normal TV. On the new, high definition
cepted on the internet and is still widely TV sets, traditional DVD technology
used to run websites, applets, and other looks fuzzy because it actually has a lower
resolution than high
programs on-line.
definition television
Microsoft, fear
Sadly, in this
programming.
ing its monopoly on
competition the
There are current
operating systems
ly
two
standards battling
would be threatened,
consumers actually
to determine which for
decided to "promote
lose, as one standard
mat will dominate the
JAVA" by licensing
high definition DVD
it and then modify
will likely disappear,
market. First, there is
ing it in such a way
and leave those who
Blu-Ray, a system that
that it would only
adopted it without any
allows nearly five times
work with Microsoft
as much data (25 Gb) to
products. Microsoft
future music releases.
be recorded onto a disc
then encouraged
the same size as a DVD.
JAVA p rogrammers
There is also HD-DVD,
in other companies
to work to Microsoft's new JAVA stan which crams approximately (15 Gb) of
dard. Because Sun's JAVA reli ed on its data on to a standard disc.
Both formats provide radically im
interoperability, Microsoft's actions had
the effect of cutting out Sun's legs from proved sound and picture performance.
beneath it. Not surprisingly, Microsoft While most technology pundits think
and Sun ended up in court, and even Blu-Ray will be the eventual winner, both
though the litigation outcome favored consumers and content providers are cur
Sun, Microsoft's move had the effect rently hesitant to adopt either technology
of diluting Sun's JAVA standard and for fear their investment will prove worth
crippling the company. It also allowed less when the other standard is adopted.
Microsoft to increase its control over the While the two companies are currently in
negotiations to come up with an agreed
web browser market.
Fortunately for the consumer, stan upon standard, neither side is particularly
dards are often set well before there is hopeful.
Meanwhile, consumers are the
any commercial value to the technology.
For instance, the most important proto ultimate loser, as they can't enjoy the
cols and standards used on the internet, improved sound and picture this new
•
including the hypertext transfer protocol technology has to offer.

For two semesters, GW Law has a legal market other than D.C.
operated on a 13 week academic calenFor lLs, the 13 week calendar
dar. The calendar came about through has proven the greatest benefit. Not
student driven efforts led by the SBA and only do lLs have the campus to theminclusive of all elements of the campus selves that first week of school, they
community. This November the faculty also have a much needed fall break,
will be facing a vote
The first semester
to decide whether to
:
of law school is the
SAM JAMMAL
permanently adopt
most difficult and
Special to the Nota Bene
the 13 week calen
stressful of one's
dar or return to the
academic career.
previously used 14 week calendar.
The 13 week calendar gives lLs added
Regardless of whichever is ad- time to prepare for their midterm and
opted, each calendar
organize themselves for
presents a compromise.
_
the final two months of
The 14 wee k calendar
This November
the semester,
brings with it an extra
fnru]t\, u,jll
The 13 week caly
week of class, which is
/
endar carries additional
most helpful to those
be facing a VOte
benefits for graduation,
in the clinics, but by
to decide whether
The Law School is able
no means a necessity.
to graduate with the
It also provides some
P
T
entire university. We
flexibility for student
adopt the 13 week
are a part of the unigroup meetings; with
calendar or return to versity-wide pomp and
the addition of Lisner,
,
circumstance, which
though, there will most
the previously Used
will normally include
likely be less concern
14 week calendar.
graduation on the Elover classroom space.
lipse near the White
Even with the benefits
House. Isn't the added
of the 14 week calenfestivity worth it for
dar, the 13 week calendar provides an family and friends coming to D.C. to
even broader range of benefits and op- celebrate with us?
portunities.
For graduating students, isn't it
With the 13 week calendar, FIP also a little better to have an extra week
starts a week before classes begin for cushion to say goodbye to friends before
second and third year students. This a1- beginning bar preparation? The 13 week
lows you to schedcalendar ensures
ule a good portion
^
,
,
,
that bar preparation
of your interviews
The 13 week calendar
courses do not cowithout having to
also makes it possible
incide with graduatlorL
miss classes. For
to work an extra week
t h o s e looking t o
While the
#
leave D.C., this is
at your Slimmer job and
SBA has taken no
critical as travel can
make more money for the
official position,
be difficult during
.
myself and others
the semester and
coming year.
believe that the 13
touching base with
week calendar bests
out of state employserves the interests
ers only becomes more difficult once of all law students. There are issues that
classes start. In a difficult job market, need to be worked out. Rather than fight
shouldn't we be doing all we can to in- this calendar, let's work together to see
crease opportunities?
what we can improve.
The 13 week calIsn V the added
Let's sit down with faculty and see where we
endar also makes it
festivity worth it for
possible to work an
.
.
can further enhance the
extra week at your •
jailllly ana jriends
experience of students,
summer job and make
coming to D.C. to
In looking at the two
more money for the
, ,
,
calendars, it is clear
Q
coming yea, In addiCelebrate With US?
that lhe l3 week calen.
tion, for those of us not
dar proves the most for
from the area, the extra
your dollar with regards
week of summer gives us a chance to go to experience and opportunity,
home and be with family and friends. It
also allows for the critical networking
Sam Jammal is Executive Vice P resinecessary to develop relationships with dent of the Student Bar Ass ocaition.
•

The Technology Guy

Do the public a
service - write for
Nota Bene.
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Abortion: A Not-So-Easy Issue
With John Roberts' nomination for high and dry.
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, aborAn illustration, if I may? While
tion has once again become a frontrunner there are 15,000 abortions each year by
for Most Controversial Issue of the Year, rape victims, DOJ protocol never menAnd while most of us draw a big ol' line tions emergency contraception (the morndown the middle of the room and staunch- ing after pill, or Plan B for those in the
ly declare ourselves to be"Pro-Choice" or know) or recommends that it be offered to
"Pro-Life," with enough space between to those women. WTF, mate? And yes, I rehave our own DMZ, I'd guess that most of alize that I appear to be lending credence
us have never had to make that decision, to the stance on women's issues held by a
And if we did, I'd wager that the line down woman who actually let her, um, straying
the middle of the room would become husband remain in their bedroom, rather
a heck of a lot fuzzier. Actually, I take than exiling him to the Rose Garden with
that back. We, as the women of George a sofa bed where he belonged. But we'll
Washington Univer—
let that pass. For
sity Law School, are
LISA HORWITZ
NOW
educated and soonStaff writer
Feminists for
to-be (when Ipay off
Life, a group who
those national debt-sized loans) financially has received pro bono legal work from
independent. Which means that we have the likes of Mrs. Jane Roberts (the wife
the lowest rate of abortion. And why is of soon-to-be you-know-who of the
that? Because we have options that most you-know-what), supports the ideology
women don't have-like having a baby and that women should not have to choose
being able to support a family.
between having a child and having a
One in five pregnancies ends in abor- career. Or having a child and being able
tion. And that number is too high. Now, to survive. And for that I applaud them.
I'm the first in line to unequivocally state The group maintains that society's failure
that a woman's body is her own, and she to provide resources for women in the
has the right to do with it what she will, family way is the primary cause of aborwhether that's contraception, the "morn- tion. With ads targeting college students
ing after" pill, RU-486, abortion, partial- containing messages such as "They say
birth abortion, dancing around naked I have free choice. But without housing
under the full moon, you name it. For on campus for me and my baby, without
me, until the growth inside her body can on-site daycare, without maternity coversurvive outside the womb, it is not a "per- age in my health insurance, it sure doesn't
son" with all the rights that title grants, feel like I have much of a choice," FemiAnd yet, while recognizing a woman's nists for Life sends out a solid picture of
right over her body, I also recognize that exactly how our society fails to support
our society makes being a mother a very these women. ,
difficult prospect in many cases. Whether
While they go further into the isit's access to pre-natal care, financial sup- sues surrounding women from all types
port, emotional support, or any other kind of socio-economic levels, I will merely
of support these woman feel they lack, the make reference to my amendment above
fact is, for some reason, these women feel and remind you that I do only have 800
they have no other choice than to abort words (not pages, thankfully), so today
their pregnancies. Because, really, who a horse is a sphere. And a personal sideplans out their day and says "Score! I get note: though I have referenced aspects of
to have an abortion today! Just what I FFL that I doagree with, please be aware
always wanted..."
the author of this article has serious issues
And at this point, I would like to add with their stances on rape, incest, and
an amendment to this article: I recognize the morning after pill as abortion - n ot
that some people just don't want to have to mention a few other beliefs I would
children and don't want to carry a baby gladly toss out the window. However, I
to term for adoption, and I respect that do respect their right to those beliefs, no
- that's their choice (hence the whole matter how mistaken they may be. But I
pro-choice thing). And for the purposes digress. Again.
of this article, I'm pretending they don't
The point of all this is, not only is
exist, as in physics, where you pretend a that line down the middle of the room
horse is the shape of a sphere for cleaner kinda fuzzy, there's a veritable rainbow
calculations. Glad you followed me on of grays (shame on me for mixing metathat one. Back to the article.
phors) to the extent that I can actually
The point I was making before write an article demonstrating common
my digression is that most women who ground between Jane Roberts, Hillary
have abortions
Clinton, and
feel forced into
myself - a PulitWe> as the women of George
what could be
zer-winning feat
1 misht be so
an avoidable
Washington University Law
situation. And
ait
a
* a
a
bold. And while
u , the
.u most.
School,' are educated ana
while
we three fantascommon situSOOn-tO-be (when I pay off
tic ladies may
ational avoidthose national debt-sized
have many more
ance route is
,
.
.
differences than
contraceptive,
loans) financially independent.
similarities, we
do a11 asree that
I'm actually
Which means that we have the

S5

lowest rate of abortion. And
why is that?

forced or feeling
than it currently
forced into hav^^gives- especially
considering that
ing an abortion.
Hillary (yes, The Hillary) addresses this every single person writing and enacting
with her stance of "safe, 1 egal, and rare," laws has (or had) a mother who uttered
meaning that abortion should be available those famous words written in the Mom
to all women legally, but that our society Handbook (which my mother will deny
and government should provide the pre receiving till her dying day): "I brought
ventive and supportive measures such that you into this world and I can take you
unwanted pregnancies either don't occur, right back out." And she can, because
•
or when they do, those women aren't left she has a choice.

Race and Poverty
Our televisions showed us that the median income." Oliver Stone could not
people stranded in New Orleans after Ka- concoct a conspiracy that explains how in
trina were overwhelmingly black. Report creasing poverty for whites and decreasing
ers and politicians told us that the other it for Asians betrays an anti-black bias.
Moreover, politicians of both par
characteristic they shared is poverty. And
America's Left asserted that the reason ties acknowledge that anti-poverty spend
they were poor and black is that the domi ing has ballooned under this president.
There is no factual basis for assertions of
nant white society is racist. And selfish.
Some suggest that so many blacks personal or policy-based antipathy on his
part toward either blacks or
are poor not merely
the
poor, generally. Demabecause predominantly
DAVID MCALPINE
goguery to the contrary
white America is racist,
but because the reins of
undermines the opportu
power are in the hands
nity for a serious national
of a president who not only does not care debate on the causes and cures ofpoverty.
about black people, but who has pursued America's Left and Right surely have dif
policies with the obvious goal of hurting ferent policy prescriptions for alleviating
them.
poverty. It is th ose policy differences that
There are many problems with such we should focus on now.
assertions, none of which is be nign. On
The Left decries challenges to its
their face, such assertions, themselves, be patriotism based on its opposition to the
tray a proclivity toward racist scapegoating, Iraq war. It insists its policy differences
a contemptible opportunism, a stunning are rooted in its love for this country. If
ignorance, or some other pathology.
it believes in the principle that argument
No doubt, some whites in the U.S. espouses, it should drop its charges of
are convinced that blacks are inferior to racism against the Right, accepting that
whites in some meaningful way. Similarly, the goal of alleviating poverty is shared,
there are doubtless blacks who harbor rac even if the policy prescriptions for doing
ist attitudes toward whites. Both groups so are not.
are wrong. Apparently, one characteristic
The Right believes, and both the
of racism is that it afflicts some members poverty report and the enormous amounts
of every race.
spent on anti-poverty programs confirm,
But racism is hardly a viable explana not only that poverty is not the result of a
tion for what happened in New Orleans. selfish, white race, but rather is primarily
First, because it is a predominantly black linked to the behavior - or culture - of
city, more blacks than whites remained those who live in poverty; black, white, or
just as more blacks than whites escaped. otherwise.
Poverty is high among the unedu
More on point, New Orleans has been a
black-run city for 30 years.
cated, the unwed, and households with
The political power, and assets of children but no father, irrespective of
the city are controlled by blacks. The plan race. Unsurprisingly, those who engage in
s
from
that called for the city's hundreds of buses substance abuse and those who uffer
mental disabilities
to transport the
are alsosignificant
poor was produced
If
"[t]he
I-10
causeway.
ly
more prone to
largely by blacks. It
living
in poverty.
was to be executed
.. looked like... the hull
It
is true that
by a black mayor.
of a slave ship," as Jesse
there
are
more
It is an exercise in
Jackson
told
CNN,
it
was
blacks
than
whites
racism to attribute
as a percentage of
the failure to ex
a slave-ship built in the
their respective ra
ecute that plan to
shipyard
of
Leftist
ideology.
cial
groups who
whites.
live
in
poverty, but
It is as necesthe
explanation
for
sary to the case for
this,
if
attributable
to
racism,
is
attributable
"racism-as-cause" to overlook these facts as
it is to overlook the facts that the governor to the benevolent racism of the Left, not
of Louisiana failed to order evacuations, of the Right.
For the past forty years, this country
declare a state of emergency or deploy the
has
followed
the Left's paternalistic policy
National Guard soon enough to minimize
prescriptions.
More than $7 trillion have
the tragedy. The Left, alert to the problems
been
spent
on
programs intended to al
with the script, has deftly bypassed the
leviate
poverty.
Sufficient
time has passed
black Democrat mayor and the female
and
money
has
been
spent
to compensate
Democrat governor to lay blame at the
for
the
undeniable
disadvantages
Blacks
feet of the first white male Republican it
faced
in
the
century
after
the
Civil
War.
could find.
Yet
po
verty
persists.
That
unimaginable
Leave aside the issue of federalism
and consider the charges of overreaching sum of money -hardly evidence of white
that would have attended any "pre-emp greed -has instead purchased entire com
tive" presidential action. Surely, today's munities such as those washed awayin the
critics would have seen in such action a Lower Ninth Ward of New Orleans.
Motives aside, the Left's policies have
sexist cowboy riding rough-shod over a
built
vast
communities of dependence. If
Democrat femalegovernor, not to mention
"[t]he
1-10
causeway . . . look ed like . . .
the racist humiliation of a black Democrat
the
hull
of
a slave ship," as Jesse Jackson
mayor. The posturing that is actually oc
told
CNN,
it was a slave-ship built in the
curring is, likewise, crassly partisan and
shipyard
of
Leftist ideology.
not at all helpful.
The
culture
of poverty is race neu
Recently released Census Bureau
tral.
Fatherless
homes,
lack of education,
numbers on poverty belie the charge of
large
concentrations
of
people dependent
racism-based poverty. That report, noting
on
government
for
survival;
these are the
a two-tenths percentincrease in the poverty
common
threads
of
our
poorest
commu
rate from 2003 to 2004, states that, "[t]he
increase was borne completely by non- nities, irrespective of race. Th ose on the
Hispanic whites, the only ethnic group Right know that blacks, like all Americans,
that saw itspoverty rate rise." (Washington can free themselves from the bondage of
Post, August 31, 2005) Moreover, "[i]n poverty only if the paternalistic Leftcan be
2004, the poverty rate declined for Asians," forced to release them from the shacklesof
•
and "Asian households had the highest government dependence.
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How We Fix What's Broke
How many of you had problems in the business of just talking. As with that this month.
with the internet last week -logging on in wireless issues, we want your feedback,
Check out the SBA bulletin board
the lounges? Raise your hands. My guess your suggestions, and
to see who your repre
is many of you were frustrated by the fact your comments. We
sentatives are and get
that you couldn't log on or were quickly are in the business of
Fortunately for you,
in touch with them. Or
kicked off o r just couldn't get done what getting things done and
email
us at SBA@law.
your SBA isn't in
you needed to get done. Trust me, I'd be making changes. We
gwu.edu. If you've got
the business of just
raising my hand right along with you.
worked to help get a
technology concerns,
But did you also notice it got bet new email system that
talking.
email SBATech@law.
ter?
is light years better than
gwu.edu. When we
That's because your SBAheard your our old one, we lobbied
hear of problems, we
thoughts and your issues and quicklycom for a 13 week academic calendar, we go to the decision-makers and let them
municated them to the right people to get worked to change security hours and get know we see an issue. If you have facili
things fixed. A soon as we heard the issue cameras added forsecurity in the building, ties questions contact SBAfacilities@law.
from you, we talked
we worked to get 24 gwu.edu and they'll communicate the
to those in charge,
hour study during fi problems to the right folks. If it is no
ERIC KOE STER
setup meetings, and
nals, an d we fought soap in the bathrooms or problems with
A Message from the Prez
helped develop a
for improvements a broken seat in a classroom, all those are
strategy to improve
last year to the wire fair game for us. If you want to recognize
things.
less system, which we continue to work an outstanding individual in the school
That's right. We heard you - and on today. And those are just changes we for something great, email SBA@law.
we did what we could to improve the made last year.
gwu.edu and nominate them for an SBA
situation. And now, it looks like we've
We are serious about your advice Appreciation Award.
got things in working order again. Now and comments and will use them to con
That's what we do- we are working
we can't promise that every issue will be tinually improve the law school.
to make GW the best place to be at law
resolved fully or quickly, but we work
So, how do you communicate your school in the country. So useour resources
on issues that students raise. That is our concerns and questions to the SBA?
and get i n touch with your SBA. If it's
pledge.
We've setup a number of avenues broke, we want to fix it.
Sure, many of you have had student to get your input - from online surveys
If you'd like to hear more about
government's that talk the talk, but rarely to class senators to issue-specific email what your SBA is doing for you, come
walk the walk. It's common - students addresses. So use those tools. Soon we'll to our October 4th SBA meeting in L202
complain and nobody listens, right?
have a newly designed SBA website to for my presentation on the "State of the
Fortunately for you, your SBA isn't help facilitate communications -look for SBA."
•
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Viva el Che?
The latest trend among many of
the privileged and wealthy youth of this
country is the adoption of Ernesto "Che"
Guevara as some sort of revolutionary
hero. With few exceptions, these clowns
know little about the man nor what he
actually stood for.
Rather than a historical figure, Che
is treated more like a tourist destination,
where young Americans, spoiled by all
the riches and luxuries that capitalism
has afforded them, can escape to express
their true "socialist" credentials. And as
with most tourist destinations, few actu
ally bother to scratch beneath the surface
to learn more about the place they are
actually visiting.
In Cuba, Che helped to supplant the
repressive US-backed Batista dictatorship
with the more oppressive Soviet-backed
Castro dictatorship. Before Che's arrival,
there had been an upper, middle, and low
er class. Che was instrumental in leveling
the playing field, so that all men became
equal - equally poor. Wit h the abolition
of classes, no man has more wealth than
his neighbor, unless they are a ranking
member of the party, of course.
Che was Fidel's chief executioner,
presiding over the summary execution of
not only thousands of political opponents,
but also homosexuals, for whom Che's
hatred was legendary. Che founded Cu
ba's labor camp system, which has been
employed to enslave not only democratic
activists, but also gays andAIDS victims.
Che saw to it that food and essential
s were
denied to those ^vho did not conform
ideologically, a practice that continues to
this day. Although Che is held out as an
anti-imperialist freedom fighter, he did
more to help further the Soviet Union's
domination of free peoples than perhaps
any other historical figure.
Apologists for Che respond to this

with the favorite excuse of the "revolu
As is the case with many question
tionaries," namely that "in order to make able figures lionized by American pop cul
an omelet, you gotta break some eggs." ture, distortion and omission are essential.
Well, as someone once retorted, "Okay, I Rarely do we hear that Che murdered his
see the broken eggs, now where is the om political opponents after show-trials, that
he despised and
elet?" People are so
actively persecuted
desperate to escape
BY JULIAN PARDO DE ZELA
homosexuals, that
Che's socialist par
Special to the Nota Bene
he established the
adise that they are
first Cuban gulags,
floating to Miami
that he presided
on old Buicks.
Jon Lee Anderson, who spent five over the Cuban Revolution's early firing
years in the Cuban archives researching
squads, and that given the chance, he
what has become the
would have destroyed this
definitive biography
country in a thermo
of Che, writes
nuclear holothat after the
Cuban

Missile Cri
sis, Che told
British journalist
Sam Russell that if
the Soviet nuclear warheads
had been under Cuban control, Che
would have launched them at America.

caust. (And
when I say this
country, that in
cludes you in the law
school lounge wearing the Che Gue
vara t-shirt, along with your family, and

everyone you know). It's as if someone
expressed their admiration for Adolf Hit
ler, but knew only that he was avegetarian
who adored animals and wanted to end
unemployment.
It's ironic to see Che revered by the
same people that he would have person
ally executed or sent to "delinquency"
camps because of their class background,
lifestyle, or sexual preferences; anti-war
students sporting the face of the man
who wanted to start WWIII by launching
nukes at the U.S. during the Cuban Mis
sile Crisis; and opponents of the deathpenalty expressing their solidarity with a
man who personally executed hundreds,
if not thousands of political opponents.
Yet many chose to become walking
contradictions, supporting such nonsense
while basking in the glow of capitalism.
You spent the summer making big bucks
at a law firm drafting interrogatories and
thinking up new and innovative ways to
kiss the hiring partner's ass, but change
out of your suit and into that Che shirt,
and suddenly you're a real rev olution
ary.
Che achieved nothing but disaster,
and the reverence for him is an example
of the immaturity and ignorance of our
time. He laid the foundation for an unjust
social system in Cuba and yet is held out
as an icon of social justice. He embraced
the strict, unyielding dogmas of Marxist
thought and yet has been represented as
a free-spirit. He has been promoted as
a symbol of freedom when he enslaved
millions.
Although many will resist such
a dismantling of the cherished myths
surrounding Che Guevara, intellectual
honesty demands it. Not that this will
matter to those who are more interested
in the sanitized comic-book myth than the
man.
•
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Coup for the
Incompetents

Roberts has engineered his life to be free
of controversy and any substantive sign
posts as to his ideological stance.
This administration has often
We have all gotten used to the in
competence of the Bush Administration. avoided this type of appointment, choos
The FEMA/Katrina debacle, the Val ing controversial characters like John
Bolton. So was Roberts
erie Plame scandal, the
an
Torture Memo back
BY ALEX J . HARMAN
accident, or was he
a str°ke of genius for
lash, and the WMD
Special to Nota Bene
this often bumbling
goose-chase to name
just a few examples. We have watched administration? Roberts has undeni
Karl Rove act as the hatchet man and ably strong conservative ties, and there
clean up guy for this president, some are many signals that point to extreme
times in awe and sometimes in total views, but even conservative groups are
disbelief. Rove's escapades have been not sure what kind
both brazen and secretive, and certainly of Justice they have
well documented, yet he has managed bargained for.
We must ask
to secure a second Bush term as well
as a strong majority in both houses of ourselves: would
Congress. No one would question Rove's the Bush Admin
ability as a political strategist, but the istration really put
missteps of this administration point forth such an un
to an arrogance that has repeatedly led k n o w n q u a n t i t y
for a nomination
them down the wrong path.
Who could have imagined that this that they have been
incompetent administration could pull waiting for since
Judge John G. Roberts out of their hat? their first day in of
Roberts has been an enigma throughout fice? Answer: of
the confirmation process. As questions course not. They
are raised about his extreme views, they c h o s e t h e p o l a r
are deflected by his seemingly apolitical opposite of John
career in private practice. We all wit Bolton. They found
nessed his mastery of the non-answer in a nominee who had
the hearings, but his ease of coolly han never made an en
dling an interrogation directed by teams emy, who had kept
his political views and aspirations hidden
of lawyers was truly remarkable.
Was this luck on the part of the from those he worked with. They found a
Administration? Did they realize what legal genius who could run circles around
the most seathey had on their
soned
Senator,
hands? Could any
while
showcas
one have known
Roberts was the consummate
ing his legal
how able this
*automaton'
to
quote
Senator
knowledge and
Supreme Court
skills.
Feinstein.
I
believe
that
this
Advocate-turnedRoberts
Federal Appellate
was no accident.
w
a
s
,
without
Judge would be
q
u
e
s
t
i
on, the
at sliding through
right
nominee
this confirmation
at the right time for the Bush Admin
process?
In my estimation Roberts is an istration. I don't support Roberts, nor
anomaly. A unique set of circumstances do I think he is the right choice for our
led to what we have seen over the last Supreme Court, but in a strictly political
two months. Roberts was first nominated sense there could not have been a better
to the Federal Bench by George Bush I choice.
Now the question on everyone's
in 1991. His nomination never came to
mind
is who will be the next nominee.
a vote and he continued to work in the
While
I believe that there are numerous
Solicitor General's office. When Clinton
potential
nominees, who like Roberts
came into office, Roberts left the Govern
have
situated
themselves for an easy
ment and returned to Hogan and Hartnomination,
I
think
that this Administra
son. For the next 10 years Roberts made
tion
would
only
pick
someone, especially
certain that his record was spotless. No
to
fill
the
pivotal
O'Connor
swing-vote
opinions, no political meetings, no con
seat,
whom
they
were
certain
shared
their
troversy. Roberts was the consummate
views.
Roberts's
ability
to
telegraph
his
'automaton' to quote Senator Feinstein.
positions
through
his
early
work
in
the
I believe that this was no accident.
The nature and climate of political Reagan Administration is not a likely
appointments has bred a unique creature scenario for the next nominee.
There are two choices for Bush:
that Roberts exemplifies perfectly: a care
search
for an easily confirmed, yet un
ful, under-the-radar, politically connected
known
quantity, or nominate an ideo
but not politically active bureaucrat/pro
logical
'sure
thing' like John Bolton. The
fessional. Roberts has, like many others
former
would
likely upset the conserva
angling for a political appointment,
tive
base,
and
could
ultimately lead to a
gone to great lengths to ensure his abil
Souter-type
disappointment,
while the
ity to survive the confirmation process.
latter
would
be
sure
to
raise
the
ire of
I was speaking with a former associate
Democrats
and
could
ultimately
lead
to
at Hogan and Hartson during the hear
a
filibuster.
In
either
case,
Rove
and
com
ings, and he noted that "Roberts wasn't
an ideologue; other lawyers would go to pany have their work cut out for them.
political events and Federalist Society
Alex Harman, 3L, is President of
meetings, but Roberts would have no
the
American
Constitutional Society and
part of that." I was struck by the descrip
currently
interning
in the office of Senator
tion of a man who had worked so hard
Edward
Kennedy,
working
primarily on the
to push the Reagan agenda as avoiding
Roberts'
confirmation
process.
•
meetings of conservative intellectuals.

What Dr. Zhivago and
North by Northwest Tell
Us About a Nominee
From all indications, Judge John G. little about Judge Roberts, besides the fact
Roberts is steamrolling toward confirma that he alone issmarter than the members
tion as Chief Justice of the U.S. Supreme of the Judiciary Committee combined. In
Court by the full Sen
one of the most telling
BY TONY COTT O
ate sometime this
exchanges of the hearing,
Special to Nota Bene
week. As the first SuSen. Schumer analogized
preme Court nominee
Judge Roberts' refusal to
in the new media era of the blogosphere answer specific questions to a refusal to
and proliferation of 24-hour cable and discuss the movies he likes. That anal
radio news networks, much hasbeen made ogy, like most of the Senator's questions,
of his confirmation missed the mark. It wasn't that Judge
hearings that had Roberts wouldn't give answers about what
much of America movies he liked—it was that Judge Rob
and our own law erts (appropriately) wouldn't give answers
school spellbound about movies he had not yet seen.
last week.
The Answers
Upon hisnom
Nominees, while they may have
ination, Washing some discretion in answering questions,
ton was abuzz with do not make up the rules about discussion
questions. Was he a of future cases. The American Bar Asso
right wing, Federal ciation's Canon 5 of Judicial Conduct is
ist Society conspira clear that "[A] judge or a candidate for
tor? Did he really election or appointment to judicial office
represent Colorado shall not...with respect to cases, contro
gay rights advocates versies, o r issues that are likely to come
pro bono? Did he have before the court, make pledges, promises
the same "deeply or commitments that are inconsistent with
held religious be the impartial performance of the adjudi
liefs" that earned cative duties of the office." A good judge
Judge Bill Pryor a keeps an open mind and considers each
two-year filibuster? and every case on its facts, briefs, and ar
Or as my fellow columnist across the page guments by the litigants' attorneys. Those
put it two weeks ago: "What's behind the litigants must not feel their case suffered
smile?"
from a pre-determined bias brought forth
In the dead of the D.C. summer, in a nominee's confirmation hearings.
questions mounted about the hearings
Judge Roberts, while answering 337
themselves. Would Sen. Kennedy deliver of the 383 questions asked of him by the
a "In John Roberts' America..." speech, Judiciary Committee (88 percent), clung
trotting out People for the American to this "Ginsburg Standard" on 46 occa
Way's talking points as he did against sions. But while Justice Ginsburg may be
Judge Robert Bork in 1986? How would the poster-child for a nominee's refusal to
Presidential candidates Sens. Biden, Fein- discuss controversies likely to come before
gold, and Brownback comport themselves the court, it could just a s well be called
in the hearings? Most importantly, how the Kennedy, Souter, Thomas, or Breyer
would Judge Roberts himself behave? standard. Justice Ginsburg refused to
Would he answer questions fearlessly, or answer more than 55 questions from the
would he follow in the footsteps of every Senate Judiciary Committee and was not
nominee since Bork, tiptoeing around required to state her position on issues
questions while answering just enough to including abortion, gay rights, gun-owners
rights, rights of the disabled, separation
placate the Senate?
of church and state, and school vouchThe Questions
ers, t o n a m e a
T h e
few. Despite her
questions from
history of liberal
The questions from the
the Senators,
activism and re
quite frankly,
Senators, quite frankly, were
fusal to answer
were pathetic.
pathetic.
questions, she
Why was Sen.
was confirmed in
Schumerwasta bipartisan 93-3
ing timeasking
about cases on the Court's docket chal vote.
lenging Wickard rather than asking about
The Aftermath
general philosophy of the Commerce
The uneventful hearings provided a
clause? Why was Sen. Specter inventing trial run for all parties involved over what
new legal terminology of "super-duper-stare may be a knock down, drag out fight over
decisis"! Why did no one ask about Rob the next nominee. Judge Roberts will be
ert's position on incorporation and the role confirmed, but questions remain. How
of the Ninth Amendment's Privileges and will Presidential candidates Sens. Clinton
Immunities clause? Why was it that only and Bayh vote? How soon can we restart
Senator Grassley, the non-lawyer farmer the merry-go-round of speculative nomi
from Iowa, was the only one grilling him nees? A woman? A minority? Outspoken
on the role legislative history should play ideologue? As office poolson Capitol Hill
in interpreting laws?The Senators on both run amok, I rest comfortably knowing that
sides of the Committee abdicated their the choice is in the hands of the man who
responsibility to ask profound questions gave us John Roberts this time around. I
that Judge Roberts could answer within wonder what kind of movies he likes.
the bounds of judicial ethics, and instead
opted for grandstanding in the most disap
Tony Cotto is a 3L. He is the Assistant
Director of the Republican National Lawyers'
pointing way.
At the end of the day, the poor ques Association and Chair of the GW-RNLA
tions led to poor answers that showed very Chapter.
T)
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Letters To The Editor
Dear Editor,
It was interesting to see a commen
tator from the American Constitutional
Society claim that Judge Roberts rep
resents significant worry for those with
"progressive" values. This phrase in par
ticular struck me, and I would like to call
upon the ACS, or anyone on the political
Left, to explain, especially as we plan on
how to rebuild the American South in the
wake of Katrina—what exactly makes the
Left "progressive"?
According to Webster's, "pro
gressive" is defined as a) of, relating to,
or characterized by progress; b) making
use of or interested in new ideas, find
ings, or opportunities. Throughout the
2004 Campaign and in my more recent
conversations with fellow students, I see
little in the economic, political, and social
positions espoused by the Left that in any
way warrant this description.
Consider trade. The responses
of the Kerry campaign in 2004 and the
Democrats in Congress to globalization's
effects—like outsourcing and capital
flows—have not been to come up with
ideas about how to cope with these in
creasing challenges. No, rather they have
stressed tariffs, shoring up the old, irrele
vant industrial base, fighting against every
trade agreement, refusing relaxations on
migrant workers. Indeed, the Left's most
novel idea is to use taxes to punish com
panies for sending work outside America
rather than trying to give them incentives
to stay.
Or, take taxes (please!). The Left
seems dead-set against reforms of the tax
system or the social safety network, both
relics of an age when the American popu
lation was quite young and its economy
composed of heavy industry and manu
facturing. When the Right presents ideas
about creating an ownership society, in
which people have more say as to how
their tax dollars are spent, are able to
break out of the double-trap of a rental
lifestyle and welfare reliance, and receive
training to participate in a technologically
advanced economy, the Left's knee-jerk
response is to tell stories of a vast Rightwing conspiracy to make the rich richer
and the hard-worker suffer at the hands
of a gaggle of trust-fund babies.
And foreign policy—ina world in
which Chinese industry dominants global
trade and men trained in Afghanistan
knock down sky-scrapers in New York,
the efforts of the Bush Administration

to meet such challenges and disrupt the
status quo that gave us 9/11 and Rwanda
are pooh-poohed by a Left content with
pre-9/11 appeasement. Their collective
strategy for resolving tensions in the
Middle East is to pull out of Iraq and
leave the dictators of the region to their
own machinations, as getting involved
is too hard and complex. Bizarrely, th is
comes even from the Clintonista camp,
which was actively involved in the United
Nations and peacekeeping efforts in the
Balkans and Israel-Palestine.
In domestic and foreign politics,
the political Left clings to the status quo
like sailors to a sinking ship—reactivity,
rather than progressiveness, has become
its life-saver. It would rather weave ghost
stories about the coming horrors of tax
and social welfare reform, pretend glo
balization is a passing fad, and pull back
into our own borders and leave theMiddle
East to stagnate in its own pre-industrial
quagmire. There has not been a single
instance, in Senator Kerry's Presidential
bid or any ideas put forth in the aftermath
of his 2004 shellacking, of an American
Left "a) of, relating to, or characterized by
progress; b) making use of or interested in
new ideas, findings, or opportunities."
To set this in a more practical
context, consider that Katrina pulled up
a rock and revealed an ugly side of the
American South, one rooted in a status
quo horribly untouched by both the Civil
War and Dr. King's valiant legacy. Yet this
same status quo, with its counterpart in
the urban North, has for decades giventhe
Left a solid base of voters, made up mostly
of the impoverished, who are dependent
on a welfare-rental society and kept in
check by a "progressive" warning that to
change the tax, welfare,and economics of
this country would damn them to a hell
of uncertainty and doom.
Thus, for the Bush Administration,
the challenges of Katrina—and the next
generation—are obvious; to the Left, they
are deceptively fundamental. Can the
Left contribute to the development of an
ownership society that could potentially
offer opportunity to all regardless of race
or class, or will it continue to defend a
status quo that guarantees the survival
of their current political base—and its
dependency? Put another way: Can the
so called "progressives" finally start acting
progressively?
By Christopher Jackson Allen
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Board Editorial

A Weekend of Protest
This weekend, the District witnessed must admit that the rally was largelya call
a perfect storm of protest. On Saturday, to war against the Bush administration
over 100,000 participated in a rally against and corporate interests. Peace was nearly
the war in Iraq and the policies of the invisible.
Bush administration. That afternoon,
The IMF protestors, many with
hundreds also rallied in opposition to faces masked in handkerchiefs like ter
the International Monetary Fund. On rorists (admittedly, there must be some
Sunday, hundreds gathered on the Mall alternate significance here, though it was
to support the war in Iraq. Much of this not readily apparent), chose the capitalist
was hopeless idiocy.
system as their target, alleging crimes of
Many in the pro-Iraq war group un economic imperialism against Africa,
abashedly declared Cindy Sheehan—the India, and even first-world South Korea,
grieving mother whose vocal opposition to name a few.
to the war in Iraq has reinvigorated the
There are severallessons here. First,
anti-war movement—a traitor, and all it is clear that that those on the extremes
those protesting the war anti-American. are unhinged and incapable of anything
While some took a positive stance in sup beyond preposterous rhetoric. The farport of the war without denigrating those right Pollyannas talkas if things in Iraq are
in the opposition, there was plenty of ad dandy and there has been no deception or
hominem bile directed toward the anti-war manipulation by the Bush administration.
camp, and especiallyMs. Sheehan, whose The far-left, on the other hand, seems
mind, motives, and appearance were all solely in the business of race and class-baitdegraded.
ing these days, turning
The anti-war
a war protest into a
What polls indicate,
protestors, for their
rally against Western
part, chose to con
civilization
itself.
more than anything,
flate various issues
S e c o n d , i t is
is that Americans
into one long, Bushequally c l e a r t h a t
hating afternoon of
none of these groups
are confused about
stem-winders. Whi le
represent average
the direction of their
it would be difficult
Americans, who are
country.
to get hundreds of
disappointed with
thousands of people
their government's
together if their posi
inability to get things
tion had no merit, it was disappointing to right, but not so quick to dismiss it as a
see much of the rally dedicated, not to group of imperialistic, blood-thirsty thugs
arguing for the withdrawal of American or America hating traitors.
What polls indicate, more than
troops from Iraq, but to calling George
Bush a cold-blooded murder and declar anything, is that Americans are confused
ing solidarity with the likes of Hugo about the direction of their country.
Chavez, Fidel Castro, and even an Iraqi They are disgusted with promises broken
insurgency that continues to kill tw enty regarding Iraq, but not ready to abandon
times the number of Iraqi civilians as it its people to fanaticism. They recognize
does American troops. Israel was also the incompetence of theirgovernment, but
a favorite target—though the word was dismiss the shadowy conspiracies of the
seldom uttered—as speakers pledged al extremists for what they are: Hobgoblins
legiance to Palestine to the delight of the created by those with not nearly enough
•
large crowd. Even the most partisan leftist real work to do during the week.
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ODDS AND ENDS

Horoscopes
Aries
(March 21—April 19)
You w ill grow to like John Roberts as Chief
Justice. You'll fi nd his jurisprudence consis
tent, his demeanor affable, and his death at
age 56 of a massive heart attack incredibly
welcome.

Taurus
(April. 20—May 20)
You don't give yourself enough credit for be
ing limber.

Gemini
(May 21—June 21)
You me t someone at the protests you really
liked. He has herpes.

Cancer

Over and Under
Across
1 Hot stuff
6 Exchange
10 Internet addres ses
14 Sailor's hitch
15 Type of code
16 Nifty
17 Engages
18 Concern
19 Challenge
20 Goes
:Exceeds
the goal
22 Border
23 Paddle
24 Flock gatherer
26 News item
29 Type of power
31 Spirited
32 Places for deodorants
36 Lady
37 Taxi grouping
38 Plane part
39 Ulterior meanings
41 Southpaw
42 Bear or cap lead in
43 Overly eager speed
44
car
47 Crow's hello
48 Diva's strain
49 Misses the alarm
56 NYC food shop
57 Broad
58 Expel from a country
59 Scum bags
60 Section
61 Warning signal
62 Follows something
63 Baseball's Rose
64 In place of

Down
1 Imitate
2 Caesar's 1054
3 Put to sleep
4 Always
5 Fix up

(June 22—July 22)
You will not do well on your Civil Proce dure
midterm. You'll tell yours elf that you'll recov 
er for the final. Try again.

Crossword 101

By Ed Canty

1

3

2

•
H
I

4

14
17

6

7

27

29

28

40

39
• 42
44
48
56
59
62

45

46

Virgo
34

35

38

50

60

"

6 Out of danger
7 Habeas corpus, e.g.
8 Space and dome lead in
9 Brochure
10 Misjudges
11 Check the bill a gain
12 Above average
13 M aneuver
21 Fodder
25 Cauliflower
26 Croatian
27 Prison term
28 Excessive approval
29 Smile contemptuously
30 Lyric poems
31 Fuss
32 Orthopedics' concern at
times
33 Huck's transport
34 Speck
35 Tricky
37 Reexamination
40 Also
41 Uncontrolled

51

•
I

52

53

54

55

,

(Sept. 23—Oct. 23)
You w ill consi der writing horoscopes for Nota
Bene so I don't have to. I'm sick of doing it all
around here.

"
"

"

43 Owns
44 San Diego pitcher
45 That's
treat
46 Slants
47 Greek island
50 Grape need
51 Alter
52 Way out
53 Tara's locale
54 Court bargain?
55 Transmit

Quotable Quote

The shortest dis
tance between two
points is under
construction.
• Noelie Altito

By GFR Associates» PQ Box 461 Schenectady, NY 12309 « Visit our web site at www.gfrpuzzles.com

Answer on page 10

(Aug. 23—Sept. 22)
You w ill fall in lov e with a middle aged profes
sor who will give you a C anyway.

Libra

• 47

•
1

25

•
•

37

Leo
(July 23—Aug. 22)
Soon you will come into serious money. It will
come at cost of someone you love very dearly.

30

32

36

13

22

24

31

12

19

18

23
26

11

16

15

21

20

4%
1

10

8

Scorpio
(Oct. 24—Nov. 21)
You w ill fall for a displaced student. She has
dysentery.

Sagittarius
(Nov. 22—Dec. 21)
You ar e a nice person who is liked in your sec 
tion, and that isn't worth a damn in thi s cruel
world.

Capricorn
(Dec. 22—Jan. 19)
You are the kind of guy who likes to have a
good time and is really liked by the ladies. But
that next lady you take home won't be a lady
after all.

Aquarius
(Jan. 20—Feb. 18)
You are considering taking Professor Pederson's Separation of Powers class next semes
ter, but you'll hav e to teach at that time.

Pisces
(Feb. 19—March 20)
Don't bo ther attending bar review, you won't
keep up with anyone after you fail out.

